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In an image forming apparatus, a black edge of a document 
image is emphasized, and the black edge is detected by 
deciding an edge from the lightness data and by deciding a 
black color from the chroma data. The data of cyan, magenta 
and yellow of a pixel at a black edge are replaced with 
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Related U.S. Application Data pixels is larger than a threshold level, a decision as a pixel 
at a black edge is invalidated. Automatic exposure can be 
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27, 1999, which is a division of application No. of the document obtained in a preScan. The background level 
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paper with use of different levels of an image forming 
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Same part of the color data are Supplied repeatedly, while 
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IMAGE PROCESSOR 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of an 
application filed on Nov. 15, 1995. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to an image forming 
apparatus Such as a digital color copying machine. 
0004 2. Description of the Prior Art 
0005. In a digital color copying machine, a document is 
read to obtain digital data of red, green and blue. The digital 
data are converted to image data of cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black to be reproduced on a sheet of paper. The digital 
data are Subjected to various processing Such as shading 
correction, density conversion, color correction, edge 
emphasis, Smoothing, gamma correction and the like. 
0006 Prescan of the document is performed for deter 
mining the conditions on forming an image of the digital 
data in a sheet of papre. Data obtained with a prescan on a 
document to be reproduced is performed for detection of 
document size, Shading correction or the like. For example, 
automatic exposure is performed on prescan data for cor 
recting image data to reproduce background of a document 
as white. However, the automatic exposure processing is 
effective only for a monochromatic character image because 
a reproduced image becomes dull for a color image or a 
photograph image. It is desirable that automatic exposure 
processing is performed for a color image or the like. 
0007 Auto color selection is also performed on prescan 
data to determine if a document is a monochromatic image 
or a full color image. Image data on the document is 
processed according to the auto color Selection. 
0008 If the automatic exposure processing and the auto 
color Selection are performed at the same time, a document 
Size has to be detected beforehand. Then, preScan data are 
used twice. However, it is not desirable to perform prescan 
twice because it takes a longer time for copying. 
0009. A digital copying machine reads a document to get 
digital data of red, green and blue thereof and converts them 
to image data of cyan, magenta, yellow and black, which are 
reproduced on a sheet of paper with toners having the four 
colors. The image data are subjected to MTF correction 
before printing. For a document image comprising black 
characters, it is desirable to emphasize edges of black 
characters. Then, for example, black characters are detected 
in a document image, and the image data for the black 
characters are Subjected to edge emphasis and are repro 
duced with black toners. Thus, the black characters are 
reproduced with black toners, and the image quality is 
improved. 

0.010 AS to the black characters, image data of the cyan, 
magenta and yellow are Suppressed at the edges according to 
brightness component of the image data. However, if black 
characters are described in a colored background, an amount 
of Suppression of the image data of the cyan, magenta and 
yellow becomes large, So that areas adjacent to the black 
characters become white though they have a color of the 
colored background. This deteriorates image quality in a 
reproduced image. 
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0011 Black characters are detected as black image in an 
area between a pair of edges. However, for characters of 
dark blue, dark green or the like, edges are liable to be 
decided erroneously. Further, for an image comprising black 
dots, edges are decided erroneously, a Moire pattern may 
happen. It is also a problem that in an electrophotographic 
copying machine, toners are liable to have a higher density 
at a leading edge and a lower density at a trailing edge, and 
this also deteriorates image quality of black characters. 
0012. A digital copying machine can control image quali 
ties on various items Such as hue, chroma, color, balance and 
the like besides gamma correction and edge emphasis. When 
a user wants a copy of a desired image quality, he or she 
adjusts the various items before starting copying operation. 
If the reproduced image does not have the desired image 
quality, he or she has to adjust the various items again based 
on the reproduced image. However, because a number of 
items to be adjusted is large, it is difficult to predict an image 
quality. Then, it is desirable to adjust image quality effi 
ciently. 

0013 AS to color balance, density level of toners of cyan, 
magenta, yellow and blue is controlled independently of 
each other. Then, density on a sheet of paper is also affected 
by adjustment of the color balance. Then, a total image 
density of a reproduced image may become higher or lower, 
and an amount of toners fixed on paper becomes uneven. It 
is also a problem that jam or the like may happen. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0014) A first object of the present invention is to provide 
an image processor which performs prescan efficiently. 
0015. A second object of the present invention is to 
provide an image processor which performs automatic expo 
Sure appropriately irrespective of kind of document. 
0016 A third object of the present invention is to provide 
an image processor which decides black characters more 
precisely for edge emphasis. 
0017. A fourth object of the present invention is to 
provide an image forming apparatus which is easy to be 
adjusted on image quality. 
0018. A fifth object of the present invention is to provide 
an image forming apparatus which can adjust color balance 
appropriately. 

0019. In an aspect of the invention, color data of a 
document is read by a Scanner and the color data are 
converted to lightness data and chroma data, and a black 
edge is detected by deciding an edge from the lightness data 
and deciding a black color from the chroma data. Then, the 
data of black of an interest pixel is increased by a prescribed 
amount for edge emphasis if the pixel is decided to exist at 
a black edge. Preferably, the color data are converted to data 
of cyan, magenta, yellow and black, and the data of cyan, 
magenta and yellow of a pixel at a black edge are replaced 
with minima of data of cyan, magenta and yellow of pixels 
in a prescribed region around the pixel. Preferably, for an 
isolated pixel, an amount to be added for edge emphasis is 
limited according to the density of the isolated pixels. 
0020. In a second aspect of the invention, in order to 
prevent erroneous decision of a black edge, each of the 
pixels in a prescribed area around an interest pixel to be 
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decided to exist at a black edge are checked if it has a color 
based on the lightness data and chroma data and is not 
located at the edge. If the number of the pixels having colors 
and not existing at the edge is larger than a threshold level, 
the decision as a pixel at a black edge is invalidated. 
0021. In a third aspect of the invention, a black edge is 
detected by deciding an edge from the lightness data and by 
deciding a black color from the chroma data. On the other 
hand, area information on a document is received in Syn 
chronization with read of the document, and a type of the 
document is determined. Then, the data of the interest pixel 
are changed according to the type of the document and a 
result of decision of black edge. 
0022. In a fourth aspect of the invention, a color docu 
ment is read, and a pixel at a rising edge and a pixel at a 
trailing edge of an image in the color data with respect to a 
paper-feed direction. Then, on edge emphasis, a first cor 
rection data is added to a pixel located by one pixel before 
the rising edge, and a Second correction data is added to a 
pixel located one pixel after the trailing edge. 
0023. In a fifth aspect of the invention, automatic expo 
Sure is performed on a color document for correcting a 
background of the document. Color data of a color document 
are read, while a background of the document is obtained as 
a background level detected from a density histogram of 
pixels decided to be black. That is, the background level is 
determined only on pixels decided to be black. Then, the 
color data are corrected according to the background level 
for automatic exposure. Alternately, a Standard document 
such as a white plate is also read, and the data of the standard 
document is Subjected to the Shading correction. A back 
ground level is also determined only on pixels decided to be 
black. Then, the color data of the document are corrected 
according to a difference of the background level or the 
document from the background level detected on the Stan 
dard document So that a background level of an image 
formed on the sheet of paper has a prescribed value. Pref 
erably, when color data of a document is read, an area 
wherein the document exists on a platen is determined. 
Then, an underground level of the document and a type of 
the document Such as full color document are determined on 
the same data in the area. 

0024. In a sixth embodiment of the invention, a part of a 
color document read by a Scanner is formed in a sheet of 
paper with different levels of an image forming condition 
Such as edge emphasis. That is, image data on the same part 
of the color data are Supplied repeatedly So that the plurality 
of image data is formed on a sheet of paper. A data 
processing means processes the part of the color data by 
changing the image forming condition Successively. Then, a 
plurality of color image of the part processed on the image 
forming condition is formed in a sheet of paper. 
0.025 In a seventh aspect of the invention, a scanner reads 
a color document to provide color data, and the color data 
are converted to data of cyan, magenta, yellow and black. 
When color balance is adjusted on one of the data of cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black, the data for each pixel of cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black are changed according to the 
color balance while keeping a total of the data of cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black constant. That is, when color 
balance is adjusted, the density is kept constant. 
0026. An advantage of the invention is that edge empha 
sis is performed appropriately. 
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0027. Another advantage of the invention is that errone 
ous decision of black edge can be prevented for example on 
dark blue characters. 

0028. A third advantage of the invention is that an 
underground level of a color document can be corrected 
appropriately. 

0029. A fourth advantage of the invention is that a 
document area, an underground level and the like can be 
corrected in a Single read of a document data. 
0030) A fourth advantage of the invention is that a user 
can Select desired image forming conditions easily. 
0031. A fifth advantage of the invention is that color 
balance can be performed while keeping a constant density. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0032. These and other objects and features of the present 
invention will become clear from the following description 
taken in conjunction with the preferred embodiments thereof 
with reference to the accompanying drawings, and in which: 
0033 FIG. 1 is a schematic sectional view of a digital 
color copying machine of an embodiment of the invention; 
0034 FIG. 2 is a plan view of an operational panel of the 
copying machine; 
0035 FIGS. 3A and 3B are block diagrams of a read 
Signal processor, 

0036 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an A/D converter; 
0037 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a shading correction 
Section; 
0038 FIG. 6 is a graph of D. plotted against D for 
Shading correction; 
0039 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a CCD image 
Sensor, 

0040 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a correction unit; 
0041 FIG. 9 is a timing chart of control signals and 
image data; 
0042 FIG. 10 is a diagram of shift of the image data of 
red (R), green (G) and blue(B) output by the image sensor; 
0043 FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an automatic expo 
Sure processor, 

0044 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a histogram genera 
tor, 

004.5 FIG. 13 is a graph of a histogram of a document 
image, 

0046) 
detector; 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of document size 

0047 FIG. 15 is a diagram of a document and signals for 
document size detection; 
0048 FIG. 16 is a diagram of a document put on a platen 
obliquely and DCLR1 signal; 
0049 FIGS. 17A, 17B and 17C are flowcharts of auto 
matic exposure; 
0050 FIG. 18 is a block diagram of a magnification 
change and move processor, 
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0051 FIG. 19A is a plan view of a document put on a 
platen, and FIG. 19B is a diagram of reduction of image; 
0.052 FIG.20A is a diagram of read data D, D, ... read 
at 400 dpi, FIG. 20B is a diagram of read data D, D. . . . 
read at 200 dpi, and FIG. 20O is a diagram of image data 
used after thinning out for a reduction from 400 to 200 dpi; 
0.053 FIG. 21 is a timing chart when image data is 
processed for a life-size copy; 
0.054 FIG. 22 is a timing chart when image data is 
processed for a magnification L larger than one; 
0.055 FIG. 23 is a timing chart when image data is 
processed for a magnification L Smaller than one; 
0056 FIGS. 24A and 24B are diagrams illustrating 
leftward and rightward movement of image, 
0057 FIG. 25A is a timing chart of signals WRST1, 
WRST2, RRST1 and RRST2 sent to the memories 803a and 
803b, and FIGS. 25B and 25C are timing charts of various 
signals D, WE1, WE2, RE1, RE2 and D.; 
0.058 FIG. 26 is a diagram for illustrating image repeat; 
0059 FIG. 27 is a timing chart for image repeat; 
0060 FIG. 28 is a block diagram of an HVC converter; 
0061 FIG. 29 is a flowchart for determining coefficients 
a, a and a used in HVC conversion; 
0.062 FIG. 30 is a diagram of color difference signals 
WR and WB in color space; 
0.063 FIG. 31 is a block diagram of an image quality 
controller 1103; 
0.064 FIG. 32 is a diagram of a picture printed in image 
monitor mode and relevant control Signals in the mode, 
0065 FIG. 33 is a diagram for illustrating a relation of 
color circulation to a value of MAo for changing masking 
coefficients, 
0.066 FIG. 34 is a diagram for illustrating a relation cf 
color circulation to a value of CO2 for changing color 
balance; 
0067 FIG. 35 is a diagram for illustrating a color circu 
lation for chroma adjustment; 
0068 FIG. 36 is a block diagram of a density converter; 
0069 FIG. 37 is a graph of LOG table; 
0070 FIG. 38 is a block diagram of a UCR/BP proces 
Sor, 

0071 FIGS. 39A and 39B are diagrams for illustrating 
undercolor remove and black painting, 
0072 FIG. 40 is a graph of UCR table; 
0.073 FIG. 41 is a block diagram of a color corrector 
1400; 
0.074 FIG. 42 is a graph of spectral characteristic of 
green filter; 
0075 FIG. 43 is a graph of spectral characteristic of 
magenta toners, 

0076 FIGS. 44A and 4.4B are block diagrams of a region 
discriminator; 
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0.077 FIG. 45 is a diagram of a primary differential filter 
along the main Scan direction; 
0078 FIG. 46 is a diagram of a primary differential filter 
along the SubScan direction; 

0079 
filter; 

0080 FIG. 48A is a graph of lightness distribution of five 
lines with different size from each other, FIG. 48B is a graph 
of primary differentials for the five lines, and FIG. 48C is a 
graph of Secondary differentials for the five lines, 
0081 FIG. 49 is a diagram for illustrating an increase in 
chroma data W due to phase differences among R, G and B 
data, and WS obtained by smoothing; 

0082 FIG. 50 is a diagram of a smoothing filter; 

0.083 FIG. 51 is a graph of a WREF table; 
0084 FIG. 52A is a diagram an image consisting of cyan 
and magenta, FIG. 52B is a graph of image data of red, 
green and blue of the image shown in FIG. 52A, and FIG. 
52C is a graph of chroma and color difference data for 
explaining erroneous detection of black at a boundary 
between cyan and yellow; 

FIG. 47 is a diagram of a secondary differential 

0085 FIG. 53 is a diagram for showing two adjacent 
pixels along eight directions with respect to an interest pixel 
(X) in filters for detecting white and black dot; 
0.086 FIG. 54 is a diagram of four steps of reference 
levels for detecting dots and signals AMI0-AMI3; 

0.087 FIG.55 is a graph of an MTF table; 
0088 FIGS. 56A and 56B are block diagrams of an MTF 
correction Section; 

0089 FIG. 57 is a timing chart of pixel clock, image 
data, driving Voltage for laser diode, limit pulse, and driving 
Voltage with a duty ratio, 

0090 FIG. 58 is a diagram of a Laplacian filter; 

0.091 FIG. 59 is a graph of DMTF table; 
0092 FIG. 60 is a diagram of a smoothing filter for 
smoothing input data of 400 dpi to 300 dpi; 

0093 FIG. 61 is a diagram of a smoothing filter for 
smoothing input data of 400 dpi to 200 dpi; 

0094 FIG. 62 is a diagram of a smoothing filter for 
smoothing input data of 400 dpi to 100 dpi; 

0.095 FIGS. 63A and 63B are diagrams for explaining a 
Slight extension of chromatic data outside a character and 
deletion of Such extension; 

0096 FIGS. 64A and 64B are diagrams of examples of 
images in correspondence to FIGS. 63A and 63B; 

0097 FIG. 65A is a diagram of addition of correction 
data (hatched area) to an edge of an image, and FIG. 65B is 
a diagram of an amount of toners before correction (Solid 
line) and after correction (dashed line); 
0.098 FIG. 66 is a block diagram of a printer edge 
correction Section; 
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0099 FIGS. 67A, 67B and 67C are diagrams of addition 
of PDzo at a leading edge, at an intermediate point and at 
a trailing edge in an image; 

01.00 
Section; 
0101 FIG. 69 is a graph of gamma correction table in 
brightness control mode, 

FIG. 68 is a block diagram of a gamma correction 

0102 FIG. 70 is a graph of gamma correction table in 
contrast control mode, 
0103 FIG. 71 is a graph of a relation of VIDEO, to 
VIDEO, for values of 1-7 of CO; and 
0104 FIG. 72 is a graph of a relation of VIDEOs, so to 
VIDEO, Subtracted by background clearance data 
UDC7-0 and corrected on slope by GDC7o. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0105 Referring now to the drawings, wherein like ref 
erence characters designate like or corresponding parts 
throughout the drawings, an embodiment of the invention is 
described. 

0106 (A) Image processor 
0107 FIG. 1 shows a digital color copying machine 
comprising an image reader 100 reading a document image 
and an image forming Section 200 reproducing an image 
date read by the image reader 100. In the image reader 100, 
a Scanner comprises a lamp 12 exposing a document, a rod 
lens array 13 condensing a light reflected from the docu 
ment, and a CCD color image Sensor 14 converting the 
condensed light to electric Signals. The image Sensor 14 has 
three lines of CCD elements arranged with a prescribed 
distance for reading digital image data of components of red 
(R), green (G) and blue (B). When a document image is read, 
the scanner 10 is driven by a motor 11 to be moved along a 
Subscan direction (shown with an arrow). The Scanner reads 
a while plate 16 for Shading correction first and Scans the 
document put on a platen 15. An image of the document 
exposed with the lamp 12 is converted to multi-level electric 
Signals of the three colors by the image Sensor 14. After 
Shading correction and interpolation between lines, a signal 
processor 20 converts the signals of the three colors to 8-bit 
gradation data of yellow (Y), magenta (M), cyan (C) and 
black (BK). The data are further subjected to MTF correc 
tion, gamma correction and the like. Then, they are Stored in 
the buffer memory 30 for synchronization. 

0108) Next, in the image forming section 200, a printer 
head 30 converts the gradation data an analog Signal to 
generate a driving Signal, and a laser diode in the printer 
head 30 emits a light according the Signal. The laser diode 
is always emits weak light in order to improve rising 
response on light emission, and the weak light is called as 
bias light. 
0109) The laser beam emitted by the laser diode is 
reflected by a mirror 37 to expose a rotating photoconductor 
drum 41. The drum 31 has been erased before exposure for 
each copy operation and has been charged uniformly by a 
Sensitizing charging 43. When the drum 41 is exposed in 
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Such a State, an electrostatic latent image of a document is 
formed on the photoconductor drum 41. One of four devel 
opment unit of toners of cyan, magenta, yellow and black is 
Selected to develop the latent image. A toner image devel 
oped is transferred by a transfer charger 46 onto a sheet of 
paper supplied from a cassette 50 on a transfer drum 51. 

0110. The above-mentioned printing process are repeated 
for four colors of yellow, magenta, cyan and black. The 
Scanner 10 repeats the Scan movement in Synchronization 
with the transfer drum 51. Then, the sheet of paper is 
separated by a separation claw 47 from the transfer drum 51, 
passes through a fixing unit 48 for fixing the toner image and 
discharged onto a tray 49. 

0111 FIG. 2 shows an operational panel 25 of the 
copying machine. The panel 25 has a display unit 71. When 
a user presses a key 77 for Selecting an image monitor, the 
display unit 26 displays not only a number of copies, a 
magnification, but also four kinds of image forming condi 
tions of masking coefficients, Sharpness, gamma curve and 
color balance. In the image monitor, eight images are printed 
on a sheet of paper according to image-forming conditions 
displayed in the display unit 71. The keys 74a-74d are used 
to Select the four kinds of image forming conditions. A key 
75 is used for entering into a Serviceman mode, and when the 
mode is selected, an LED 75a is turned on. The serviceman 
mode is used to Set coefficients a, a, as and a for HVC 
conversion used in an HVC converter 1100 which is 
explained later. A key 76 is used to invert a positive image 
of a document to a negative image. 

0112 (B) Outline of read signal processor 
0113 Processings in the read signal processor 20 are 
explained. First, they are explained generally, and each 
processing is explained next in detail. 

0114 FIGS. 3A and 3B show blocks in the read signal 
processor 20. Analog image data OSR1, OSR2, OSG1, 
OSG2, OSB1 and OSB2 are sent to an analog-to-digital 
(A/D) converter 300. The A/D converter 300 converts the 
input data to 8-bit digital image data Rizo, G7 o Bizo 
of the three colors and Sends it to the Shading correction 
Section 400. 

0115 The shading correction section 400 corrects scat 
tering of read data due to Scattering of illumination of the 
lamp 12 and the like to output components R-7 or G72 and 
B27-20. 

0116. The image sensor 14 has three lines of CCD 
elements spaced by a predetermined distance for reading 
image data of red (R), green (G) and blue (B) (refer to FIG. 
7). Each component of image data of the three colors is 
called simply as R data, G data and B data. A correction unit 
500 for lines of three colors in the image sensor 14 stores the 
R data and G data temporarily to delay by a predetermined 
time with respect to the B data in correspondence to the 
distance between the three lines. In this embodiment, a 
number of effective pixels in a line is controlled according 
to magnification of copy. Further, correction for the lines is 
performed for correcting a shift of the read data. The 
corrected data R37-so, G37-so and B37-so are Sent to an AE 
processor 600 and to a magnification change and move 
processor 800. 
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0117 The AE processor 600 detects document size and 
performs automatic color Selection and automatic exposure. 
In the detection of document size, a range of the existence 
of a document on a platen 15 is detected along a main Scan 
direction in the unit of line (refer to FIG. 16). 
0118. The magnification change and move processor 800 
performs deletion of data in an unnecessary region, reduc 
tion interpolation, magnification and reduction, image repeat 
and magnification interpolation on data R37-soG7-so and 
Bazo. The above-mentioned unnecessary region includes a 
region wherein no document exists on a platen and a region 
resulting from reduction of document image, and it is 
deleted according to the detection of document size in the 
AE processor 600. The reduction interpolation is performed 
for a size in correspondence to the reduction ratio in order 
to prevent deterioration of image quality of a reproduced 
image. On the other hand, when an image data is magnified, 
image quality is deteriorated if the image data is simply 
inflated. Then, the image data is Smoothed in correspon 
dence to a magnification. Further, when a user presses a key 
77 in the operational panel, a part of a document image is 
output eight times repeatedly on the same sheet of paper. 
0119) An image interface 1000 selects either data Rao, 
Gzo and Bazo received from the magnification change 
and move processor 800, or R, G and B data, R-VIDEOzo, 
G-VIDOEzo and B-VIDEOzo, received from an external 
apparatus 900, and Synthesize it. Further it generates timing 
Signals for Sending image data to an RGB interface or a 
printer interface. 
0120) The HVC converter 1100 generates lightness signal 
Vzo, color difference signals WR, and WBzo based on 
RGB Rdata, Rs7-o, Gs 7 so and Bs, so obtained by reading a 
color patch with the image Sensor 14 and R,G,B data Stored 
in a ROM. Further, it generates chroma Signal W7 and hue 
Signal Hz. Thus, Scatterings of read characteristics of the 
image Sensor can be corrected. 
0121 The HVC converter 1100 includes an image quality 
controller 1103. The controller 1103 sets image-forming 
conditions (masking coefficients, Sharpness, gamma curve 
and color balance) for eight images for the image quality 
monitor in correspondence to key input of the key 77. 
0122) A density converter 1200 converts R, G, B data 
(R67-go, G67-go and B67-go) proportional to a quantity of 
reflection light from a document to density data DR-7, 
DG, and DB27-20. Further, it includes an inverter to con 
Vert a positive image of a document to a negative image. 
Further, a negative/positive inverter 1250 inverts the data 
DR27-20, DG27-20 and DB27-20 if NEGA Signal is received, 
otherwise it passes the as-received data. 
0123. A UCR/BP processor 1300 obtains a minimum 
among the density data DR27-20, DG27-20 and DB27-20 to 
take a part of the minimum as a black data BK7 for painting 
black toners. On the other hand, quantities of toners of cyan, 
magenta and yellow are removed in correspondence to the 
black data (undercolor) to Supply data, Cozo, Mozo and 
Yo7-o. 
0.124. A color corrector 1400 performs masking operation 
for adjusting color reproduction in correspondence to Spec 
tral characteristics of color filters of the image Sensor 14 and 
the toners of cyan, magenta and yellow (refer to FIGS. 42 
and 43). 
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0.125 A region discriminator 1500 discriminates black 
character areas and dot image areas in a document image. (In 
a dot image area, an image is composed of dots.) The 
discrimination of black characters comprises detection of a 
character (edge), detection of black, and detection of a 
region which is liable to be detected as black. A character 
(edge) is detected with a differential filter. Black is detected 
based on chroma. In this embodiment, erroneous decision 
can be prevented by Smoothing the chroma data when the R, 
G and B data shifts slightly due to vibrations of the image 
Sensor 14 on reading image data. Further, in order to prevent 
an erroneous decision as a black character on a character 
with a low lightneSS and a low chroma, a color background 
is discriminated. Even when it is decided as a black char 
acter, the decision is invalidated for a region decided to be 
a color background. Then, a black character can be decided 
correctly. 

0.126 An MTF corrector 1600 performs edge emphasis 
and Smoothing most Suitable for the image data VIDEOzo 
and MVIDEO, received from the color corrector 1400 
based on the kind of pixels and printing Situation. If a 
copying is operated in a full color Standard mode, edges are 
not emphasized on data of cyan, magenta and black at black 
edges, and a minimum of the data of cyan, magenta and 
black is taken as image data. Thus, an undesired extended 
line of C, Y and Y data can be deleted (refer to FIG. 64A). 
Further, edges are not emphasized when BK data is printed 
in a monochromatic Standard mode or photography mode. 
Then, an edge of a color character is prevented to have a 
border of black. 

0127. Further, a duty ratio of laser emission is changed 
according to the kind of image recognized by the region 
discriminator 1500. The duty ratio is defined as a ratio of 
laser emission time in a pixel clock cycle. In case of a pixel 
in a dot image, the duty ratio is set to be 100% in order to 
prevent a Moire pattern. Otherwise the duty ratio is set to be 
say 80% to reduce noises between lines. 
0128. Further, a prescribed value is added to pixel data at 
edges to correct amounts of exceSS or deficient toners. 
0129. A gamma corrector 1700 performs gamma correc 
tion on the image data VIDEO, after MTF correction to 
provide image data having desired image quality. A user can 
Select gamma curve change Signal GA. with the key 74c. 
0130 (C) Analog-to-digital converter 
0131 Each section in the read signal processor 20 shown 
in FIGS. 3A and 3B is explained in detail. FIG. 4 shows a 
block diagram of the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 300 
which converts an input Signal to 8-bit digital image data. 
The CCD image Sensor 14 receives analog image data 
OSR1, OSR2, OSG1, OSG2, OSB1 and OSB2 in proportion 
to a quantity of reflection light of the document image and 
converts them to 8-bit digital image data R7-io, G17-o 
Bzo of the three colors. The analog image data OSR1, 
OSG1 and OSB1 denote image data of odd pixels, while the 
analog image data OSR2, OSG2 and OSB2 denote image 
data of even pixels. The analog image data are Sent to three 
A/D conversion sections 307,308 and 309 for red, green and 
blue. The three Sections have the Same Structure each other, 
and each Section comprises optimizing Sections for odd 
pixels and for even pixels having the same Structure each 
other. 
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0132 Here, the optimizing section 310 for odd pixels in 
the section 309 for blue data is explained. A clock signal 
generator generates various clock signals. A Sample-and 
hold circuit 302 samples and holds analog data OSB2 of 
even pixels according to a Sampling pulse SCLK and a low 
pass filter and the like remove reset noises thereof. The 
Signal is clamped according to BKHD Signal for Switching 
an analog Switch in order to clamp DC level to Zero for 
amplifying the signal by the amplifier 303. Then, a voltage 
controlled amplifier 303 amplifies the signal and a clamp 
circuit 304 adjust it according to clamp pulse CLAMP to a 
prescribed DC level which is set according to control 
voltages VG2B and VC2B from a D/A converter 305. 
0.133 Image data of odd pixels and even pixels processed 
by the two optimizing sections 310 and 311 are synthesized 
as a continuous image data by Switching according to Signal 
OSSEL. The synthesized signal is sent through a buffer 312 
to an A/D converter element 306 according to a Sampling 
clock pulse ADCK. 
0134) (D) Shading correction unit 
0135 FIG. 5 shows the shading correction section 400. 
The shading correction section 400 corrects scattering of 
read data due to Scattering of illumination of the lamp 12 and 
the like. First, data of a plurality of lines is read on a uniform 
white plate 16 along the main Scan direction. AS to the read 
data, data of the pixels on the same line along the Sub Scan 
direction are compared, and a most bright (white) data for 
each pixel is taken as a data for Shading correction. Then, 
bad data due to dirtiness of the white plate 16 is removed for 
precise shading correction. Further, in reciprocal conversion 
on calculating shading correction data, an output data having 
bits larger than the input data is used for more precise 
Shading correction. 
0136. In the block diagram shown in FIG. 5, input data 
Rzo, Gzo and B7 o are received by correction Sections 
401, 402 and 403 for red, green and blue. That is, shading 
correction is performed for the image data of red, green and 
blue independently of each other. Thus, most appropriate 
Shading correction can be performed for each of red, green 
and blue. The tree correction Sections have the same Struc 
ture each other. Then, the section 403 for blue is explained 
here. First, the input data Bzio is received by a peak hold 
circuit 404. When input data of a first line is received, the 
circuit 404 Stores the as-received input data into the Shading 
memory 405. When input data of a second line is received, 
the peak hold circuit 404 reads the data of the first line stored 
in the shading memory 405 Sequentially and compares it 
with the data of the second line for each pixel. Then, a 
brighter data is hold and stores it in the shading memory 405. 
The image data of the third line and the like are processed 
Similarly. Thus, the brightest data for each pixel is Stored in 
the shading memory 405 to remove bad data due to dirts, ink 
and the like on the white plate 16. 
0.137 A signal SHWR is input to the peak hold circuit 
404 is kept at H level except when data for correction is read, 
in order to inhibit data input to the peak hold circuit 404. 
Then, the data stored in the shading memory 405 is held. On 
the other hand, when data for correction is read, the Signal 
SHWR is changed to L level, and the above-mentioned 
processing to Store the brightest data is performed. When the 
image Sensor 14 Starts to read a document image, the Signal 
SHWR is changed again to H level to keep the data stored 
in the shading memory 405. 
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0.138 An reciprocal conversion table 400 performs 
operation of Eq. (1) on the 8-bit shading correction data 
SH (D) stored in the shading memory 405 to output a 
12-bit converted data Q. (D). 

D=255-QID=1 if D24. (1) 
013:9) The output data D, is a 12-bit data in order to 
avoid that the output value D has the same value when the 
input value Din differs a little. Then, the precision of the 
Shading correction is kept at a certain level. FIG. 6 shows a 
relation of D relative to D. If a value of D is extremely 
Small, for example, if D is 255-Q/4 or less, a value of D. 
increases abruptly and causes an error in Shading correction. 
Then, if D is 4 or larger, D is forced to have a value of 
1 to invalidate shading correction. 
0140 Shading correction is performed by multiplying the 
data Bzio with the reciprocal obtained by the table 406. 
That is, 

B27-20-B17-1o Doui-B17-10255.9/Din. (2) 

0141 FIG. 6 shows the relation of Eq. (2). In other 
words, the data Bzio is normalized to 255-Q. The value Q 
is determined for each of red, green and blue according to 
spectral distribution of the white plate 16 for correcting 
white balance. This reflects a fact that the white plate 16 is 
not completely white in an actual case. In an embodiment, 
Qs for red, green and blue are 200/255, 242/255 and 
211/255, respectively. The value 255 is a coefficient X which 
determines background level, and the background can be 
changed by changing the value X. In this embodiment, the 
AE processor 600 changes the background level according 
to a ratio of monochromatic pixels in an -entire document, 
as will be explained later. 
0142 (E) Correction unit for lines of three colors in the 
image Sensor 
0.143 As shown in FIG. 7, the CCD image sensor 14 has 
three lines of red, green and blue of CCD elements for 
reading image data with a spacing of 80 um between two 
lines. In the copying machine of the embodiment, a pixel has 
a width of 10 um, or the three lines of the CCD elements has 
a spacing of eight lines. Then, the green component of the 
image data is read before eight lines than the blue compo 
nent, and the red component is read before Sixteen lines than 
the blue component. Actually, a number preceding the blue 
component also depends on the moving Velocity along the 
Subscan direction of the scanner 10. That is, the number of 
the lines between two CCD elements multiplied with the 
magnification Y is the actual lines preceding the blue com 
ponent. The correction unit 500 stores the R and G data 
temporarily in memories to delay by predetermined times 
with respect to the B data in correspondence to the distance 
between the three CCD lines in the image sensor 14. For 
example, if magnification is two, a shift of data between 
each line becomes twice, and a capacity of the memories for 
the correction also becomes twice. In this embodiment, it is 
noted that a maximum size of a sheet of paper on which an 
image is formed is A3, and an effective pixel number in a 
line is controlled according to the magnification by a pro 
cessor 501 for correction of the lines. In concrete, if mag 
nification is two, a range to be read in a line is restricted by 
a half. Thus, an increase in capacity of the memories is 
Suppressed. Further, the data of the lines are interpolated by 
a processor 502 for interpolation to correct a shift of the read 
data. 
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014.4 (E-1) Correction for lines of three colors in the 
image Sensor 
0145 FIG. 8 shows the processor 501 for correction of 
shifts between the lines and the processor 502 for interpo 
lation in the correction unit 500. Input data Razo and Go 
from the shading correction section 400 are stored in field 
memories 503 and 504 having a capacity of 256 K times 8 
bits. The input image data are 8-bit data. If a maximum size 
of a document read by the CCD image sensor 14 is A4 and 
the resolution is 400 dpi, a data amount is about 5k bits for 
one line along the main Scan direction. Therefore, one field 
memory has image data of 51 lines. When read data is 
expanded along the SubScan direction for printing, each line 
of image data of a document is read repeatedly Y times 
where Y denotes magnification, to inflating data along the 
SubScan direction Y times. AS explained above, red data 
precedes by 16Y lines relative to B data, while green data 
precedes by 8Y lines relative to B data. In order to correct 
the shifts, it is required that the field memories 503 and 505 
can store data of 8Y lines. On the other hand, as explained 
above, the field memories 503 and 505 only store data of 51 
lines, and the magnification can only be enlarged up to 
51/8=6.375. A maximum size of a sheet of copy paper is 
determined preliminarily, for example A3. Then, the correc 
tion processor 501 limits a range to be read by the image 
reader in inverse proportion to magnification X in the main 
Scan direction. Then, an amount of data of one line in the 
main scan direction is about 5k/Xbits, and the field memory 
503, 504 can store data of about 256k/(5k/X) =51X lines. 
Thus, the correction unit 500 increases a maximum magni 
fication without increasing a memory capacity. 
0146 FIG. 9 shows a timing chart of control signals and 
image data. Signal TG denotes a trigger signal in Synchro 
nization with read period t of a line along the main Scan 
direction by the image sensor 14. Signal FIFOEN is output 
in a read area determined according to magnification along 
the main scan direction. Signal FRES1 is a write start signal 
for the field memories 503 and 505 with a period T of 
(INT(8Y)+1). Signal FRES2 denotes a read start signal for 
the field memories 503 and 505 and has a period of T in 
synchronization with signal FRES1. Data are started to be 
written in the field memory 503, 505 in synchronization of 
a leading edge of signal FRES1. Then, they are read after the 
period T passes in Synchronization with a leading edge of 
signal FRES2. The signal FRES2 also serves as a write start 
signal for a field memory 504. The field memory 505 writes 
the data from the field memory 503 in synchronization of 
signal FRES2. Signal FRES3 precedes by a read time t of by 
one line with respect to the signals FRES1 and FRES2, and 
has a period T. The preceding time of t is for the interpo 
lation by the processor 502 for synchronizing red and blue 
image data to green image data. 
0147 (E-2) Interpolation 
0148 Next, the processor 502 for interpolation in the 
correction unit 500 is explained. The periods T of signals 
FRES1, FRES2 and FRES3 are rounded by INT function to 
synchronize with signal TG. Then, the output of data from 
the field memory 503, 505 can be controlled in the unit of 
t (or an eighth times magnification). The processor 502 
corrects the shift of (8Y-INT(8Y)) line which cannot be 
corrected by the processor 501. 
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0149 FIG. 10 illustrates shift of the image data of red 
(R), green (G) and blue (B). In the processor 501, the R data 
is delayed by 2T -t, and the G data is delayed by T. Actually, 
the image data of R, G and B are shifted by 8Y lines each 
other. Owing to a fraction of 8Y, the R data precedes by 
a1=(8Y-INT(8Y)) line relative to the G line, and the G data 
precedes by b1=(1-(8Y-INT(8Y))) line relative to the B 
line. 

0150. As shown in FIG. 8, the R data stored in the field 
memory 504 flows through two paths. The R data along a 
path is delayed by one line by a line memory 507. If R, 
denotes a data of M-th line, data R, is sent from the field 
memory 504 to a multiplier 506, while data R, is sent to 
another multiplier 508 from the line memory 507. The 
multiplier 506 performs a following operation: 

R. R. (3) 

0151 where R is a coefficient determined by a following 
relation: 

0153. On the other hand, the other multiplier 508 per 
forms a following operation: 

(1-R)-R1. (5) 

0154) Data obtained by the multipliers 506 and 508 are 
added by an adder 509 to supply data Rio. Thus, the 
correction on the fraction of multiplication is completed on 
the R data. 

0155 As shown in FIG. 8, the B data B received 
from the shading correction unit 400 also flows through two 
paths. The R data along a path is delayed by one line by a 
line memory 511. If B denotes a data of M-th line, data B 
is sent to a multiplier 510, while data B is sent to another 
multiplier 512 from the line memory 511. The multiplier 510 
performs a following operation: 

(1-B.) B, (6) 

0156 where R is a coefficient determined by a following 
relation: 

0158. On the other hand, the other multiplier 512 per 
forms a following operation: 

BxBm1. (8) 

0159) Data obtained by the multipliers 510 and 512 are 
added by an adder 513 to Supply data Bazo. Thus, the 
correction on the fraction of multiplication is completed on 
the B data. 

0160 AS explained above, the interpolation correction of 
the R and B data is performed relative to the G data, and the 
magnification can be set in the unit of 1/1024. The data 
R37-so, G37-so and B37-so Subjected to the interpolation 
correction are sent to the AE processor 600 and to the 
magnification change and move processor 800. 
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0161 (F) Automatic exposure processor 
0162 The automatic exposure (AE) processor 600 
detects document Size and performs automatic color Selec 
tion (ACS) and automatic exposure. FIG. 11 shows a block 
diagram of the automatic exposure processor 600. The 
processor 600 comprises a histogram generator 602 gener 
ates a histogram of monochromatic gradation data in a 
document image, a document size detector 650 detecting a 
document size, and a line data monitor 700 monitoring one 
line of data of R, B and B image data to detect anomalies due 
to troubles of the lamp 12, the image Sensor 14 and the like. 
0163 AS explained below, the auto color selection is 
performed to decide if the document is a full color document 
or a monochromatic document according to a ratio of 
monochromatic pixels in the whole document. The auto 
matic exposure determines a background level of a docu 
ment So that the most bright color in the document becomes 
white (gradation level 255). However, if the automatic 
exposure is performed on a full color document, an image 
reproduced on a sheet of paper Seems to fade away as a 
whole. Then, the automatic exposure is forbidden if the 
automatic color Selection decides that the document is a full 
color document. 

0164 (F-1) Histogram 
0.165 FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of the histogram 
generator 602. The histogram generator 602 generates a 
histogram of monochromatic gradation data of 256 grada 
tion level in a document image, and the histogram is used in 
the automatic exposure processing explained later to decide 
if a ratio of the monochromatic gradation data is large or not. 
0166 Thinning out of the pixel data along the main scan 
direction is performed by thinning out circuits 603, 604 and 
605 for the data Razo, Gazo and B37-30 of red, green and 
blue received from the interpolation corrector 500. The 
circuits 603, 604 and 605 output a data once in sixteen pixels 
(pixel data) along the main Scan direction to SDR pin of the 
histogram memories 606, 607 and 608 for red, green and 
blue. Thus, the data is thinned out at a ratio of /16 along the 
main Scan direction. 

0167. Thinning out of pixel data along the subscan direc 
tion is performed by a counter 616, a comparator 617 and a 
NAND gate 619. The counter 616 counts trigger signalsTG 
generated once in the main Scan. The comparator 617 
outputs a signal when a count of the counter 616 equals to 
signal Vdotzo received from a controller 618, and the 
counter 616 is reset when an output Signal of the comparator 
617 is received as a clear signal CLR. The NAND gate 619 
receives Synchronization Signal HD along the main Scan 
direction, Synchronization Signal VD along the SubScan 
direction and the output signal from the comparator 617. An 
output of the NAND gate 619 is sent to the histogram 
memories 606–608 as chip select signal CS. Thus, the data 
is thinned out at a ratio of 1/Vdot, along the Subscan 
direction. 

0.168. It is decided by a minimum detector 612, a maxi 
mum detector 613, an operator 614 and a comparator 615 if 
ratio of the monochromatic gradation data in a document 
image R37-so, G37-so and B37-so is large or not. The decision 
utilizes a fact that differences between R, G and B data are 
Small for monochromatic data. The minimum detector 612 
detects a minimum of data of red (C), green (B) and blue (A) 
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received at the same time, while the maximum detector 613 
detects a maximum of the same data of red (C), green (B) 
and blue (A). The operator 614 calculates a difference of the 
maximum from the minimum. The comparator 615 com 
pares the difference with a reference SREF, received from 
the controller 618. If the difference is Smaller than the 
reference, the pixel detects a monochromatic light, and the 
comparator 615 sends a signal to WE pins of the histogram 
memories 606-608. If the reference SREF, is set to have a 
Somewhat larger value, even if the background has a color, 
the background color can be treated as monochromatic color 
On purpose. 

0169. The histogram memories 606-608 calculate fre 
quencies of the pixel data decided to be monochromatic by 
the comparator 615. For example, after the initialization of 
the CPU 1, signals of L level are input to CS and WE pins, 
the histogram memories 606 outputs a frequency RAE so of 
pixel data received at ADR pin. An adder 609 adds one to 
the frequency and Sends the Sum to Din pin of the histogram 
memory 606. The histogram memories 607 and 608 also 
operate Similarly. 

0170 AS explained above, the histogram generator 602 
generates a histogram for monochromatic data included in a 
document image. FIG. 13 shows an example of a histogram. 
A range A shown in FIG. 13 is not used when the ratio of 
monochromatic pixels is calculated. This is intended to 
exclude black data outside a document because a cover 
having a mirror plane is used to cover a document on a 
platen. 

0171 (F-2) Document size detection 
0172 FIG. 14 shows the document size detector 650. In 
the detection of document size by the document size detector 
650, a range of the existence of a document on a platen 15 
is detected along a main Scan direction in the unit of line 
(refer to FIG. 15) in a prescan before a copying operation. 
In this embodiment, a document cover which covers a 
document put on the platen has a prescribed color of a 
uniform density to detect a boundary of the document. AS 
shown in FIG. 15, a prescan is performed in an area of A3 
in correspondence to the maximum document size. The 
document size SZDzo is detected on input image data 
Roz-oo, Goz-oo and Boz-oo, and it used to determine a ratio of 
monochromatic data in the document by the automatic 
exposure processing explained later. 

0173) In the document size detector 650 shown in FIG. 
14, multipliers 651 multiplies the input image data Rozoo, 
G, and Bozoo with 5, 6 and 5, respectively, and an operator 
652 adds the products and divided it with 16. Thus, a signal 
Szo is obtained by mixing the input image data Rozoo, 
G, and Boz-90 with a ratio of 5:6:5. A comparator 653 
outputs a signal to the NAND gate 654 if the signal Szo is 
smaller than SREF, received from the controller 618. The 
NAND gate 654 further receives signal HD which is output 
in an area where the document can be read. Then, the NAND 
gate 654 outputs a signal SZON when the input image data 
Rozoo, Gozoo and Bozoo are decided to be pixel data of a 
document image. 

0174) A 13-bit shift register 655 receives the SZON 
Signal extracts it every four Signals to Send four Signals Q0, 
Q4, Q8 and Q12 to a NAND gate 656. When all the four 
Signals have H level, this means that a document area is 
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detected at 16 continuous pixels (about 1 mm). Then, 
erroneous detection of document size can be detected. A 
D-FF 659 receives an output signal of the NAND gate 656 
and outputs a signal VCLKEN, as shown in a timing chart 
shown at the bottom in FIG. 15. 

0.175. At an AND gate, a signal VCLK is enabled by the 
signal VCLKEN from the D-FF 657 to output signal 
LASTCK. The signal LASTCK is disabled at a trailing edge 
of the signal VCLKEN at a last end of the document area 
along the main Scan direction So at to latch an address HA 
in D-FFS 660. A flip flop 664 generates signal FIRSTCK 
according to the Signal So as to change the output of D-FFS 
661 which have been cleared by a trigger signal TG. That is, 
the signal FIRSTCK rises at the leading edge of the first 
LASTCK of a line. Then, the address latched in the D-FFs 
661 with the signal FIRSTCK becomes the top address of 
the document area. 

0176) The addresses latched in the D-FFs 660 and 661 are 
latched again in D-FFS 662 and 663 in correspondence to a 
signal of H level from an AND gate 665 generated by a 
Signal TG So as to generate document size address signals 
LASTSZ and FIRSTSZ to be sent to a selector 667. The 
CPU 1 disables the signal TG once with signal TGSTP, and 
a desired address signal is Selected by providing Signals 
SZSEL1 and SZSELO to the Selector 667. 

0177. The selector 667 selects lower eight bits of the 
address at the last end of a document if SZSEL1=SZSELO= 
0, upper five bits thereof if SZSEL0=0 and SZSEL1=1, to 
send it as a document size data SZDzo to the CPU 1. Further, 
the selector 667 selects lower eight bits of the address at the 
top end of the document if SZSEL0=1 and SZSEL1=0, 
upper five bits thereof if SZSEL0=SZSEL1=1, to send it as 
a document size data SZD to the CPU 1. The CPU 1 
repeats the above-mentioned data read to recognize the 
document area along the SubScan direction. 

0.178 The document size data SZDzo of 0 in a document 
and 1 outside it is written in a bit map memory provided in 
the CPU 1 by using the top and last addresses detected along 
the main Scan direction and along the SubScan direction 
Successively. Next, it is decided if points of change from 1 
to 0 and from 0 to 1 exists as a continuous line along the 
SubScan direction. If discontinuity is detected, the address of 
the discontinuous change is corrected based on previous and 
following lines. This corrects erroneous detection for 
example when the document is a book and a center of the 
book is read as black, or when an edge of a document is 
dirty. After the correction, when the copying operation is 
started, the CPU 1 determines an effective document area 
according to the bit map data along the main Scan direction 
Successively. 

0179 The document size data SZDzo is sent to the 
controller 801 in the magnification change and move Section 
800 explained later. The controller 801 generates signal 
DCLR1 which is L level in the document area and H level 
outside it according to the document size data SZDzo in 
order to mask an area unnecessary for image processing. 
Then, even if a document is put obliquely as shown in FIG. 
16, the area outside the document area can be masked in 
correspondence to the location of the document. 
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0180 (F-3) Automatic exposure 

0181 Signals TGSTP and SZCS are set if the CPU 1 is 
hard to read the signal SZDo. Signal OE2 is used as a sort 
signal for the CPU 1. FIGS. 17A, 17B and 17C show a flow 
of automatic exposure of the CPU 1 wherein the coefficient 
X of the background level explained above on the shading 
correction Section 400 based on the histogram and the 
document area determined above. First, a prescan is per 
formed. After the prescan is completed (YES at step S600), 
a total pixel number outside the document area is determined 
according to the document size determined by the document 
size detector 650 (step S601). Next, by multiplying a total 
pixel number of the maximum document area (A3 size) with 
ratioS of thinning out along the main Scan direction and 
along the SubScan direction, a total pixel number Tn which 
can be stored in the histogram memories 606–608 is deter 
mined, and a pixel number Un Outside the area is determined 
by multiplying the pixel number outside the document size 
detected by the document size detector 650 with the ratios of 
thinning out (step S602). Next, frequencies RSn, GSn and 
BSn stored in the histogram memories 606–608 is checked 
and a maximum thereof is determined (step S603). Then, 
achromatic ratio BKn=(Sn-Un)/(Tn-Un) is determined as a 
ratio of achromatic data in the document image according 
the values Sn, Un and Tn determined above (step S604). 
Because pixel data outside the area is read as black near 0, 
Un is Subtracted from Sn and Tn. If the achromatic ratio 
BKn is equal to a predetermined threshold level TH1 or 
lower (NO at step S605), it is decided that the document is 
a color document (step S606), and the coefficient X of the 
background is set at 255 (step S615). On the other hand, if 
it the achromatic ratio is less than the threshold level TH1 
(YES at step S605), it is decided that the document is a 
monochromatic document, and the histograms are analyzed. 

0182 First, frequencies RS(m), GS(m) and BS(m) are 
read from the histogram memories 606–608 at gradation 
level m from 255 to a certain level LV1 for each of red, green 
and blue (step S607). Next, total frequencies RPn, GPn and 
BPn are calculated, and a maximum of RPn, GPn and BPn 
is determined. Further, a background ratio WHn=Pn/(Sn 
Un) of a monochromatic document is determined (Step 
S608). If the background ratio WH2 is equal to a threshold 
level TH2 or larger (YES at step S609), gradation levels RX, 
GX and BX of red, green and blue in correspondence to 
maximums appearing first by checking from the top level 
255 are determined (step S610). If the background coeffi 
cients are determined for each of red, green and blue, the 
color balance except the background is deteriorated. Then, if 
there exist all of RX, GX and BX (YES at step S611), a 
minimum thereof is determined as the ground level coeffi 
cient X (step S612). 

0183) If one of RX, Gx and BX has no maximum (NO at 
step S611) or if the background ratio is less than the 
predetermined threshold TH2 (NO at step S609), it is 
decided that the document has background of 255 or larger 
or the document is a photograph document or the like having 
no background (step S614) and sets the coefficient X to be 
255 (step S615) Further, even if RX, GX and BX all exist 
(YES at step S611), the coefficient X is set to be 255 in the 
photograph mode (YES at step S613). 
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0184) When the standard mode is set (YES at step S616), 
the automatic exposure processing is performed. AS 
explained later, coefficient P is set as 1 (step S617). On the 
other hand, if the exposure level is set manually (NO at step 
S616), the coefficient P is set according to the level 1-7 (step 
S618) (refer to Table 1), and in this case, X=255. 
0185. As explained above on shading correction, the 
white plate 16 for Shading correction is not ideal white, and 
the spectral distribution thereof is replaced as RN:GN:BN 
instead of Sensitivity ratio of red, green and blue of the 
image sensor 14. If WH1 denotes sensitivity of green 
wavelength region of the plate 16 and WH2 denotes a 
minimum of the dynamic range of the density gradation of 
a copy, Q is calculated for a desired value 255/Q of the 
reciprocal conversion table for Shading correction for each 
of red, green and blue as follows: 

0187. The coefficients are used when the background 
level is Set manually, and they are Set to be one when 
automatic exposure is performed. When the background 
level is set manually, the value X of the background level is 
set to be 255. Table 1 shows values of the coefficients Pand 
N for automatic exposure and for manual Setting. The 
background level Set manually has Seven Steps. The level has 
a center at level 4, and as the level departs from 4 toward 1, 
the background is canceled more, while as the level departs 
from 4 toward 7, the background or fog becomes noticeable 
OC. 

TABLE 1. 

Setting of coefficients P and X. 

AE processing 
(standard mode) Manual setting 

P = 1 

(X is decided 
according to 
histogram) 

P = 13/16, X = 255 
P = 7/8, X = 255 
P = 15/16, X = 255 
P = 1, X = 255 
P = 17/16, X = 255 
P = 9/8, X = 255 
P = 19/16, X = 255 

0188 Conversion data are downloaded in the reciprocal 
conversion table 406 for each of red, green and blue by using 
the coefficients Q, Q and Q determined above (Step 
S620). In the above-mentioned AE processing, the back 
ground of a document can be processes Suitably So that color 
balance of a copy is not different from that of the document 
even for a document of photograph or a color image. 

0189 In the above-mentioned automatic exposure pro 
cessing, Shading correction is adjusted Suitably by changing 
coefficients X and P. However, the adjustment is not limited 
to this method. For example, background clearance level 
UDC, and slope correction value GDC, used in the 
gamma correc- tion section 1700 shown in FIG. 69 may be 
changed. In this case, the background clearance level UDC, 
and the Slope correction value GDC7o are determined 
according to a following LOG correction formula: 
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ODC =-(255/DMAX) log(X/255), (10) 

0190 and 
GDC, -(255/(255-UDC, )) 128. 

0191) A desired value 255-Q of shading correction is set 
with X=255. 

0.192 In another way, a ratio of achromatic color in a 
document obtained in the analyses of the histogram data 
means if the document is a color document or a monochro 
matic color, and it can be used to discriminate a document 
for the automatic color Selection as a full color copying 
machine. If the document is a monochromatic document, 
printing may be performed only with black toners. Then, an 
amount of toners is reduced, and printing can be performed 
at a fast Speed. 
0193 Further, even if the background of a document has 
a color, the background may be clear if desired. This is 
possible by setting the level of SREF, somewhat larger so 
as to enlarge a range of achromatic color, and the histograms 
of the R, G and B data are obtained in the enlarged range. 
In this case, it is not needed to obtain the ratio of achromatic 
color, and the background level X is obtained by analyzing 
the histograms. 
0194 Instead of detecting the largest maximum from the 
histograms, an average gradation level, the maximum and 
the minimum of the data are obtained, and the coefficient X 
may be determined according to an average lightness and the 
gradation dynamic range determined therefrom. 
0.195 (G) Magnification change and image move proces 
SO 

0.196 FIG. 18 shows the magnification change and 
image move processor 800 which performs various process 
ings on data R37-so, G37-so and B7-so including erasion of 
data on an unnecessary region, reduction with interpolation, 
output of image data, image repeat and enlargement of 
image with interpolation. The above-mentioned unnecessary 
regions include a region wherein no document exists on a 
platen and a region resulting from reduction of document 
image, and they are erased according to the detection of 
document size in the AE processor 600. As to the reduction 
with interpolation, for example, when a image read at 400 
dpi (dots per inch) by the image Sensor 14 if a document is 
desired to be reduced to 50%, an image reader of 200 dpi has 
to read an image instead that of 400 dpi, and the read data 
has to be printed at a density of 400 dpi. However, practi 
cally, image data is read with the image reader of 400 dpi, 
and the read data are thinned out by a half and the remaining 
data are printed at the density of 400 dpi. In this case, data 
of a narrow line, a point or the like may vanish, and this 
deteriorate image quality. Then, reduction with interpolation 
is performed for a size in correspondence to a reduction ratio 
in order to prevent deterioration of image quality of a 
reproduced image. On the other hand, when an image data 
is enlarged, image quality is deteriorated if the image data is 
Simply inflated. Then, the image data is Smoothed in corre 
spondence to a magnification. 

0197 (G-1) Erasion of data in an unnecessary region 
0198 First, the erasion of data in an unnecessary region 
is explained. In the magnification change and move proces 
sor 800 shown in FIG. 18, a first erase section 805 for 
outside regions clearS image data in an unnecessary region 
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from the input image data Din (R37-so, G37-so and B37-so). 
The unnecessary region mentioned here means a region on 
a platen except a document, as shown as a hatched area in 
FIG. 19A. The read data in the unnecessary region are black 
data, and they deteriorate copy quality. The read data in the 
unnecessary region is erased or cleared according to a 
DCLR1 signal received from a controller 801. The DCLR1 
signal depends on TG signal as a horizontal Synchronization 
Signal and VCLK Signal as a Synchronization signal for 
image data. The controller 801 detects an end of image data 
from the VCLK signal. Then, it makes the first erase section 
805 clear the data read based on TG signal until a next 
VCLK signal because they are decided to be data in the 
unnecessary region. 

0199 (G-2) Interpolation for reduction 
0200 Next, a interpolation section 802 for reduction 
performs interpolation on a pixel data received Sequentially 
by using pixel data before and after the pixel data. The 
interpolation for reduction means interpolation to reduce 
defects on reduction according to a reason explained below, 
and it is performed by the interpolation section 802. A 
document image is generally reduced by thinning out the 
image data. In an apparatus where image data is read at Say 
400 dpi for a life-size copy (FIG. 20A), when the document 
image is reduced to a half size, it is desirable that the 
document image is read at 200 dpi (FIG.20B) and that the 
image data is printed at 400 dpi. The image data are thinned 
out every other data. However, practically, as shown in FIG. 
20C, a part of the image data read at 400 dpi is taken out for 
printing to change a resolution. However, this simple thin 
ning-out deteriorates the resolution of the image. If the 
document image comprises a dot image, a Moire pattern 
may happen if the reduction ratio becomes large. Further, for 
a monochromatic bi-level image, a probability of monochro 
matic pixels is rarely as large as 50%, and white pixels 
dominate usually. In Such a case, the Simple thinning-out 
may causes defects in a reproduced image. In order to reduce 
the bad image quality due to the defects of data, the 
interpolation section 802 performs interpolation on the pixel 
under interest (or interest pixel) with adjacent pixels before 
reduction. The interpolation section 806 comprises a 
memory 806 for storing three successive pixel data and an 
operator 807 which performs a prescribed interpolation or 
correction of the n-th pixel data according to Eq. (11), and 
it is performed on three Successive pixel data X(n-1), X(n) 
and X(n+1) of (n-1)-th, n-th and (n+1)-th pixels: 

0201 where W(n) denotes an image data of the n-th pixel 
obtained by the interpolation, a coefficient “a” denotes a 
magnification along the main Scan direction, and X(n-1), 
X(n) and X(n+1) denote data of the (n-1)-th, n-th and 
(n+1)-th pixels. In this embodiment, ae/3, and if a.</3, a is 
rounded as /3 or 0.33. In order to meet a situation where 
a</3, a capacity of the memory 806 is enlarged to store five 
pixel data, that is, data of (n-2)-th, (n-1)-th, n-th, (n+1)-th 
and (n+2)-th pixels. The interpolation is performed on the 
five pixel data according to following Eq. (11): 

0202) and 
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(if 0.20>a) 

0203 where X(n-2) and X(n+2) denote data of the 
(n-2)-th and (n+2)-th pixels. AS explained above, if the 
memory 806 is provided for the matrix size of five pixels, the 
interpolation is possible for the coefficient “a” of 0.2 or 
OC. 

0204 (G-3) Magnification change and image move 
0205 The pixel data after the above-mentioned interpo 
lation are stored in a memory 803a or 803b according to 
control signals received from the controller 801. The control 
Signals include write clock signal WCK and read clock 
Signal RCK both depending on magnification, write enable 
signals WE1 and WE2, read enable signals RE1 and RE2, 
write address reset signals WRSR1 and WRST2 and read 
reset signals RRST1 and RRST2 for the two memories 
represented as “1” and “2”. The controller 801 sends an 
enable signal WE1 or WE2 to one of the memories 803a and 
803b for writing data thereto, while it sends a read enable 
signal RE1 or RE2 to the other of the memories for reading 
data therefrom. The magnification can be changed by con 
trolling the period of the WCK/RCK signals and the duty 
ratio of pulses. Further, by changing the phase of the write 
enable signals WE1 and WE2, read enable signals RE1 and 
RE2, the image can be moved. The write address reset 
signals WRSP1 and WRST2 and read reset signals RRST1 
and RRST2 are output at the start of write and read of data, 
for controlling the positions of eight images in the image 
monitor mode. 

0206. The magnification change and the image move by 
using the memories 803a and 803b are explained further in 
detail. FIGS. 21-23 show timing charts of input data Din, 
clock Signals WCK and RCK and output data D. In a case 
shown in FIG. 21 for a life-size reproduction, the clock 
signals WCK and RCK are set to have the same period “tc' 
and duty ratio. As to the first memory 803a, while WE.1 
Signal is low, an image data D is written in Synchronization 
with the leading edges of write clock signals WCK. When 
RE1 signal is changed to low, the image data stored in the 
memory 803a is read Sequentially at the leading edges of 
read clock Signals RCK. The write and read operations are 
performed similarly as to the second memory 803b. As 
explained before, when one of the memories 803a and 803b 
is allowed to write data thereto, the other of the memories is 
allowed only to reading data therefrom. 

0207. In a case shown in FIG.22 for a reproduction with 
a magnification L larger than 1 (the magnification L is 2 in 
the case shown in FIG. 22), the write clock signals WCK 
have a period “tc' and a duty ratio “d”. On the other hand, 
the read clock signals RCK have a period to X and a duty 
ratio d/X. As to the first memory 803a, while WE1 signal is 
low, an image data D, is written in Synchronization with the 
leading edges of write clock signals WCK. When RE1 signal 
is changed to low, the image data stored in the memory 803a 
is read Sequentially at the leading edges of read clock signals 
RCK. The write and read operations are performed similarly 
as to the second memory 803b. As explained before, when 
one of the memories 803a and 803b is allowed to write data 
thereto, the other of the memories is allowed only to reading 
data therefrom. The processes of write to and read from the 
memories 803a and 803b are similar to the case shown in 
FIG. 21. However, the period of the read clock signals RCK 
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is multiplied with X, and this means that the output data D. 
are extended in time by L. times along the main Scan 
direction. The value of L may have a fraction because the 
read timing is simply expanded in proportion to X. 
0208. In a case shown in FIG. 23 for a reproduction with 
a magnification L Smaller than 1 (the magnification L is % 
in the case shown in FIG. 23), the write clock signals WCK 
have a period to L and a duty ratio d/L while the read clock 
Signals RCK have a period to and a duty ratio d. The 
processes of write to and read from the memories 803a and 
803b are similar to the case shown in FIG. 21. However, the 
period of the write clock signals WCK is multiplied with L, 
and this means that the input data D, are thinned out in time 
by L times along the main Scan direction. That is, the input 
data is read every other image data, as shown in the timing 
chart. Then, by reading the data with RCKSignals having the 
Same period to and duty ratio as the life-size reproduction, 
data D. reduced by half along the main Scan direction is 
output. 

0209) Next, image move is explained. The controller 801 
moves output image by controlling the phase of the Signals 
WE1, WE2, RE1 and RE2. The image move means that a 
document image is moved left or right in a sheet of paper, 
as shown in FIG. 24A and 24B. F.G. 25A shows wave 
forms of signals WRST1, WRST2, RRST1 and RRST2 sent 
to the memories 803a and 803b. FIGS. 25B and 25C show 
various signals Din, WE1, WE2, RE1, RE2 and D. output 
in synchronization with the waveforms shown in FIG. 25A. 
0210. In order to move the data rightward, a timing to 
switch RE1 and RE2 to Llevel is delayed, as shown in FIG. 
25B. Then, a timing to read a data from the memories is 
delayed. Thus, a document image formed on a sheet of paper 
is moved right as a whole. 
0211 Similarly, in order to move the data leftward, a 
timing to switch WE1 and WE2 to L level is delayed, as 
shown in FIG. 25C. Then, a line data is written to the 
memories from the top address, and the data written is read 
with a normal timing. Thus, a document image formed on a 
sheet of paper is moved left as a whole. 
0212. The image move of the document image upward 
and downward can be performed by adjusting the Start 
timing of the reading of the image Sensor 14, and the Start 
timing of development. However, detailed explanation of 
this principle is omitted here. 
0213 Next, image repeat is explained. The controller 801 
performs image repeat by controlling signal WRST1, 
WRST2, RRST1 and RRST2. As shown in FIG. 26, in the 
image repeat, a document image is output repeatedly on a 
sheet of paper. For example, when the same image data is 
output twice at equal distances in a one line along the main 
scan direction, signals RRST1 and RRST2 are output at the 
start and at the midpoint of the line, as shown in FIG. 27. 
The memories 803a and 803b supply the stored data from 
the first address according to the signals RRST1 and RRST2. 
Thus, the same data are output repeatedly on a line. This is 
repeated for each line. In this embodiment, when a user 
presses the key 88, a part of the document image is output 
eight times repeatedly. 

0214) A second erase section 808 for outside regions 
clearS image data or changed to white data in an unnecessary 
region from the output image data D. The unnecessary out 
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region mentioned here means a region resulting from reduc 
tion of document image. For example, as shown in FIG. 
19B, a document of A3 size is reduced to A4 size, an 
unnecessary region expressed with a hatching results, and it 
is represented as white. Thus, the unnecessary region is 
prevented to be painted with black. 
0215 (G-4) Interpolation for enlargement 
0216 A interpolation section 804 for enlargement per 
forms interpolation of data from the Second erase Section 
808 according to the magnification in order to prevent image 
deterioration when the image is enlarged simply by the 
controller 1. The data from the second erase section 808 is 
supplied to eight Smoothing filters 809-816 having appro 
priate weights on a pixel under interst and adjacent pixels as 
shown in FIG. 18 according to the magnification. The filters 
809-816 corresponds to magnifications of 1, 2, . . . , 8 
successively. For example, the filter 809 for the magnifica 
tion of 1 only processes the pixel under interest and the 
weight is set as 1. That is, the smoothing filter 809 outputs 
the as-received data. A magnification detector 817 detects an 
integral part of the magnification L along the main Scan 
direction based on the period of read clock signals RCK and 
the duty ratio for the memories 803a and 803b, and the 
obtained value So of the magnification is sent to a selector 
818. Then, the selector 818 outputs a data Dout (Rio, 
G, and Bazao) from the Smoothing filter in correspondence 
to the magnification. 
0217 (H) Image interface 
0218. The image interface 1000 selects either the data 
Razo, G7 to and Bazo received from Selector 818 in the 
magnification change and image move processor 800, or R, 
G and B data, R-VIDEO, G-VIDOE, and B-VIDEO, 
received from an external apparatus 900, and synthesize it. 
Further, it generates timing Signals for Sending image data to 
an RGB interface or a printer interface. 
0219) (I) HVC converter 
0220 FIG. 28 shows the HVC converter 1100. As 
explained briefly before, the HVC converter 1100 generates 
lightness signal V7 color difference signals WRs and 
WB based on the R, G, B data, Rs7-so, Gs 7 so and Bs, so 
obtained by reading a color patch with the image Sensor 14 
and the R, G, B data stored in a ROM. A color patch is a 
color pattern with a uniform density. Further, it generates 
chroma Signal Wo and hue Signal Ho. Thus, Scatterings of 
read characteristics of the image Sensor can be corrected. 
0221 (I-1) HVC conversion 
0222 First, HVC conversion is explained. An operator 
1101 receives input data R, G and B and operates the 
conversion shown in Eq. (12) to output lightness signal V, 
and color difference signals WR, and WB7. 

V=a R+a G+as B, (12) 

0223 where a+a+a=1, WR=(R-V)/(1-a), 
0224) and 

0225 WB (B-V)/(1-a). 
0226 Coefficients a and a are usually set to be about 0.3 
and 0.1 for a usual RGB image data of television. This 
means that a mixing ratio of red : green : blue=3.6:1 though 
the coefficients are changed a little according to character 
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istics of the image Sensor and the color characteristics of 
lenses in a reduction optical System. For example, as to the 
image sensor 14 of the embodiment, a=0.35 and a-0.55. 
0227. The coefficients are determined according to a flow 
shown in FIG. 29. When a key 75 is pressed by a user to set 
a serviceman mode (YES at step S1100), a color patch is put 
on a platen 15. Then, when a print key 73 is pressed or when 
an LED 75a is turned off (YES at step S1110), the LED 75a 
is turned on and the color patch is red (step S1111). Then, a 
Standard value Stored beforehand is read to read a value of 
lightness V (step S1112). Then, coefficients a, a and as are 
determined according to the RGB data and the lightness V 
with the least square method (step S1113). When the key 75 
is pressed again by a user to Set a Serviceman mode (YES at 
step S1114), the LED 75a is turned off and the flow returns 
to the normal mode (step S1115). 
0228. As shown in FIG. 30, the color difference signals 
WR, and WB7 are represented as diagonal axes in a hue 
plane in color Space. The chroma Signal Wo is calculated 
by an operator 1102 receiving the color difference Signals 
WR and WB according to following Eq. (13): 

W=(WR2+WB2)1/2. (13) 

0229 Because the conversion coefficients a and a are 
determined by the read data of the patch, errors of the HVC 
conversion due to read characteristics of the image Sensor 14 
can be removed. 

0230 (I-2) Image monitor 
0231. Further, the HVC converter 1100 includes an image 
quality controller 1103. The controller 1103 sets image 
forming conditions (masking coefficients, Sharpness, gamma 
curve and color balance) for eight images for the image 
quality monitor in correspondence to key input of the key 
77. 

0232 FIG. 31 shows an image quality controller 1103 in 
the HVC converter 1100 for image monitor. In a full color 
copying machine, it is difficult to find what conditions a 
desired image is formed in. Then, the image monitor mode 
is provided in this embodiment. When a user presses the key 
77 in the operational panel 25, as shown in FIG. 32, eight 
images of a part of a document image are formed on a sheet 
of paper under various image forming conditions of masking 
coefficients, sharpness, gamma curve and color balance. The 
magnification change and move processor 800 performs 
image repeat explained above eight times to form the eight 
images. Then, a user can Select a desired image quality and 
enters a number in correspondence there with on the opera 
tional panel 25. The image quality controller 1103 sends the 
Selected image forming conditions to the printer Section. 

0233. The image quality controller 1103 for the image 
monitor is explained in detail. A counter 1104 is reset by a 
line trigger signal TG along the main scan direction and 
Starts counting in Synchronization with VCLK Signal. A 
count of the counter 1404 is sent to Pinputs of the com 
parators 1105, 1106, 1107 and 1108, while XEC, XF, 
XG and 0 are sent to Q inputs thereof. The values of XE...o. 
XF, XGo represent count values along the main Scan 
direction in correspondence to repeat points of image repeat 
performed by the magnification change and remove proces 
sor 800 (refer to a lower part in FIG. 32). Each comparator 
1105-1108 outputs Llevel when the count received from the 
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counter 1104 agrees with the value at Q input. A NOR gate 
1109 receives the outputs of the comparators, and if a signal 
is received from one of the comparators, it sends a counter 
pulse (CP) signal through a delay circuit 1110 to a monitor 
area counter 1111. The monitor area counter 1111 counts the 
CP pulses and outputs NUM signal to selectors 1114, 
1117, 1120 and 1123. Signal LC specified a discrimination 
number of an image to be repeated for the monitor area 
counter 1111, and a countdown signal U/D sets countdown 
or countup. 

0234. The discrimination number is changed along the 
main Scan direction according to standard values (XEo, 
XF and XGo, 0) supplied to the comparators 1105-1108 
generating the CP pulses, while according to the countdown 
Signal and LDo Supplied to the monitor area counter 1111. 
For example, as shown in FIG. 32, if LD is 5, the 
discrimination number has an initial number of 5. If count 
down is Set by the countdown signal, the monitor area 
counter 1111 outputs 4 for the first CP pulse as NUM. 
Thus, the counter 1111 Supplies NUM of 4, 3, 2, 1 
Successively whenever a CPSignal is received. In Synchro 
nization with Start of the output of the Second image along 
the SubScan direction, the countdown Signal is changed to 
countdown. Then, if LDo is set at 3, the monitor area 
counter 1111 Supplies NUM of 4, 5, 6, 7 successively 
whenever a CP signal is received. The counter 1111 Supplied 
NUM to the selectors 1114, 1117, 1120 and 1123 at A 
input. On the other hand, the Selectors receive Selection 
signals MSEL0, MSEL1, MSEL2 and MSEL3 at B input. 
Usually, the Selection signals have H level, and the Selectors 
Selects the B inputs to Supply fixed input values of Mo, 
S2-o, Galo and Clo as MA2-o, SH2-o, GA2-o and CO2-o. 
0235. When a user presses the key 74a for setting a 
masking coefficient in the operational panel, MSEL0 is 
changed to Llevel, so that NUM sent to the A input of the 
selector 1114 is output as MA. In other words, four 
images having masking coefficients in correspondence to 
change Signal MAo changing Successively as 4, 3, 2 and 1 
are repeated on a sheet of paper, and four images having 
masking coefficients in correspondence to change Signal 
MA, changing Successively as 4, 5, 6 and 7 are repeated on 
the sheet of paper. Then, if a discrimination number of 6 is 
input by a user, the fixed value Mo is changed to 6. The 
selectors 1117, 1120 and 1123 except the selector 1114 
Supply the fixed Values So, Gao and Co. 
0236 When a user presses the key 74b for setting a 
Sharpness in the operational panel, MSEL1 is changed to L 
level, so that NUM sent to the Ainput of the selector 1117 
is output as SH-. In other words, four images having 
Sharpness in correspondence to change Signal SH2 chang 
ing Successively as 4, 3, 2 and 1 are repeated on a sheet of 
paper, and four images having Sharpness in correspondence 
to change Signal SH2 changing Successively as 4, 5, 6 and 
7 are repeated on the sheet of paper. Then, if a discrimination 
number of 2 is input by a user, the fixed value So is changed 
to 2. The selectors 1114, 1120 and 1123 except the selector 
1117 Supply the fixed values Mo, Go and Co. 
0237 Similarly, when a user presses the key 74c or 74d 
for Setting a gamma curve or color balance in the operational 
panel, MSEL2 or MSEL3 is changed to-L level, so that 
NUM, sent to the A input of the selector 1120 or 1123 is 
output as GA-o or CO. In other words, four images 
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having a gamma curve or color balance in correspondence to 
change Signal GA-o or CO2-o changing Successively as 4, 3, 
2 and 1 are repeated on a sheet of paper, and four images 
having a gamma curve or color balance in correspondence to 
change Signal GA-o or CO2-o changing Successively as 4, 5, 
6 and 7 are repeated on the sheet of paper. Then, if a 
discrimination number is input by a user, the fixed value 
G, or Cao is changed to the input value. 
0238 Next, the contents of the four kinds of image 
control change Signals are explained. The change Signal 
MA, changes masking coefficients to adjust colors in a 
copy. Masking coefficients are determined So that color 
difference does not exist between the document and a copy. 
As shown in FIG. 36, other six kinds of masking coefficients 
(MA=3, 2, 1, 5, 6, 7) are set with the above-mentioned 
masking coefficients (MA-o=4). Table 2 shows MA and 
the masking coefficients. 

TABLE 2 

Masking coefficients 

MA2_o Masking coefficients 

O sepia color 
(SEPIA = L) 

1. rotate along clockwise 
2 direction 
3 
4 color reproduction agrees 

with original document 
5 rotate along counterclock 
6 wise direction 
7 

0239). Usually, masking coefficients to produce a color of 
5R is set so that the color of a copy is 5R for MA=4. As 
the change Signal decreases to 3, 2 and 1, the masking 
coefficients are Set to reproduce a color to a side of 5Y 
(clockwise) (So as to rotate the color circulation diagram) On 
the other hand, as the change Signal increases to 5, 6 and 7, 
the masking coefficients are set to reproduce a color to a side 
of SRP (counterclockwise). Further, when MA=0, mask 
ing coefficients for Sepia are Selected. 
0240 Change Signal SH adjusts sharpness of an image. 
The Sharpness is controlled by changing edge emphasis 
coefficient and Smoothing filter Size explained later on the 
MTF corrector 1600. Table 3 shows a relation of SH to 
edge emphasis coefficient EDzo and Smoothing filter size 
SDzo. 

TABLE 3 

Sharpness change signal 

edge emphasis smoothing 
coefficient filter 

SH2 o (ED, o size 

large no smoothing 

small 
smoothing filter 3 
smoothing filter 2 
smoothing filter 1 
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0241 As shown above, when SH becomes 4 or less, an 
edge emphasis coefficient change block Selects a larger edge 
emphasis coefficient ED7. On the other hand, when SH2-o 
becomes less than 4, the block Selects data with no Smooth 
ing as SDzo, and ED7 is decreased and Smoothing filter 
size is increased. The first smoothing filter for SH=7 has 
the largest size. Thus, as SH2 decreases, the image 
becomes Sharper, while as SH increases, the image 
becomes Smoother. 

0242 Gamma curve change signal GA. Selects a 
gamma curve. AS will be explained on the gamma corrector 
1700 later, brightness and the contrast are controlled by 
gradation tables shown in FIGS. 69 and 70. When GA is 
4, the brightness and the contrast are adjusted to be the same 
between the original document and a copy thereof. In the 
adjustment of brightness, a Shadow type curve is Selected as 
GA increases, while a highlight type curve is Selected as GA 
decreases. In the adjustment of contrast, as GA increases, a 
highlight and Shadow type is Selected, while as GA 
decreases, a halftone emphasis type is Selected. 

0243 Change signal CO selects three kinds of color 
balance, chroma of image and copy density. The control of 
color balance includes C-R control, M-G control and Y-B 
control. In an example of C-R control, as CO increases 
than 4, the slope correction level GDC, is changed to be 
larger than 128 (slope=1) for development with cyan toners 
and to be smaller than 128 for development with magenta 
and yellow toners to emphasize cyan density. On the other 
hand, as CO decreases than 4, the cyan density is 
increased than magenta and yellow densities, to emphasize 
red density. Similarly, in the M-G and Y-B controls, GDC7 
is adjusted as shown in Table 4. In the C-R control, if an 
amount of cyan toners is increased by A, amounts of 
magenta and yellow toners are decreased by A/2, So that a 
total amount of toners per unit area is not changed. 

0244. As shown in Table 4, when CO is 4, GDC7o 
128 for any development process including black develop 
ment. This adjustment controls color circulation, as shown 
in FIG. 34. 

0245 AS to chroma adjustment, when CO increases 
above 4, GDC is decreased more than 128 for develop 
ment of cyan, magenta and yellow toners and increased leSS 
than 128 for development of black. Thus, the density of 
chromatic components (C, M, Y) is weakened, while that of 
achromatic component (Bk) is enhanced. When CO. 
increases above 4, reverse processing is performed. This 
adjustment controls color circulation as shown in FIG. 35. 
It is important in color balance control that the total density 
per unit area is not changed. If it changes, the total density 
of the document changes, and the fixing temperature and the 
like also change. The background level UDC7o is kept the 
Same. The copy density control is performed irrespective of 
development processes of cyan, magenta, yellow and black. 
When CO2 is larger than 4, the copy density becomes 
thicker, and when CO2 is Smaller than 4, the copy density 
becomes thinner. 
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TABLE 4 

Image control 

C-R control M-G control 

CO C M Y BK C M Y BK 

7 +48 -24 -24 i0 cyan -24 +48 -24 +0 ma 
6 +32 -16 -16 O -16 +32 -16 i0 genta 
5 +16 -8 -8 O -8 +1.6 -8 O 
4 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 
3 -16 +8 +8 O +8 -16 +8 O 
2 -32 +16 +1.6 O +16 -32 +16 O 
1. +48 +24 +24 +0 red +24 +48 +24 i0 green 

0246 (J) Density corrector 
0247 FIG. 36 shows the density corrector 1200 which 
converts R67-go, G7 go and B67 go data proportional to a 
quantity of reflected light from a document to density data 
DR17-10, DG17-10 and DB17-o. The input data Rg7-go, G7 so 
and Bozo are received by LOG tables 1201, 1202 and 1203. 
The LOG tables are the same each other shown in FIG. 37. 
Then, density data DR7-io, DG17-o and DB 7-o are output 
according to Eq. (14). 

DR=-(255/DMAX) log(R/255), DR=-(255/ 
DMAX)-log(G/255), (14) 

0248 and 
DR=-(255/DMAX)-log(B/255), 

0249 wherein DMAX denotes a maximum reflected den 
sity. 

0250) Further, the input data R67-60, G, and Bo 
are multiplied with 5/16, 6/16 and 5/16 or weighted by 5:6:5 by 
a weight operator 1204, mixed by an adder 1205, and is 
supplied to another LOG table 1206. The output signal 
DV, represents a density level for a monochromatic docu 
ment. 

0251 A negative/positive inverter 1250 inverts the den 
sity data DR7-io, DG17-lo, DB 7-o and DV7-o when 
NEGA signal is L level, otherwise it passes them without 
inversion. The NEGA signal is set with the key 76 in the 
operational panel 25. In a normal copy, it is Set at H level. 
0252 (K) Undercolor-remove/black-paint processor 
0253 FIG.38 shows the UCR/BP processor 1300. In the 
reproduction of a full color document, black toners are used 
because sharp black is hard to be formed by mixing cyan, 
magenta and yellow toners. IN this embodiment, reproduc 
ibility of black is improved by a combination of subtractive 
color mixture of cyan, magenta and yellow and black 
painting of black toner. The UCR/BP processor 1300 cal 
culates a minimum among the density data DR7-o, DGzo and 
DB, to take a part of the minimum as a black data BK7. 
for painting black toners (BP processing). On the other hand, 
quantities of toners of cyan, magenta and yellow are 
removed in correspondence to the black data (undercolor) to 
Supply data, Cozo, Mozo and Yozo (UCR processing). 
0254 First, a minimum detector 1301 receives the den 
sity data DR7-o, DGzo and DB-7 to detect a minimum 
thereof, as shown in FIG. 39A. A difference circuit 1302 
subtracts the background level X sent from the CPU 1 from 

Y-B control chromaticity control 

C M Y BK C M Y BK 

-24 -24 +48 +0 yel- -24 -24 -24 +48 achro 
-16 -16 +32 +0 low -16 -16 -16 +32 matic 
-8 -8 +1.6 O -8 -8 -8 +1.6 
128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 
+8 +8 -16 O +8 +8 +8 -16 
+16 +8 -32 O +16 +16 +16 -32 
+24 +24 -48 O blue +24 +24 +24 -48 cro 

matic 

the minimum, as shown in FIG. 39B. In the undercolor 
remove processing, the value X is Zero. 

0255 AUCR table 1303 receives CHROMA signal W, 
from the HVC converter 1100 and signal CMY/K which 
becomes H level when black is printed. The UCR table 1303 
outputs UCR coefficient C.(W) for UCR processing and BP 
coefficient B(w) for BP processing. FIG. 40 shows the UCR 
table 1303. If the read image is achromatic, it is better to 
reproduce an image only with black toners because an 
amount of toners is Small and black becomes Sharp. There 
fore, if the chroma Signal W7 o is Small, an amount of black 
and an amount Subtracted from the three color data are 
increased. On the other hand, if the read color has a color, 
or if the chroma Signal W7 is large, an amount of black and 
an amount Subtracted from the three color data are decreased 
in order to prevent that the reproduced color becomes 
impure. Thus, suitable UCR/BP processings are performed 
by changing C(W) and f(W) according to the chroma Signal 
Wo. 

0256 An operator 1304 receives C.(W) and B(W) from 
the UCR table 1303 and outputs a UCR quantity (displayed 
as a dashed line in FIG. 39B) on UCR processing by 
multiplying C.(W)/256 with the minimum MIN(DR, DG, 
DB) to the subtracters 1305-1307. the subtracters 1305-1307 
calculates Eq. (15) and outputs C07, G07 and B07 and 
B07 after UCR processing. 

CO=DR-MIN(DR, DG, DB) c.(W)/256, MO=DG 
MIN(DR, DG, DB) c.(W)/256, (15) 

0257) and 
YO=DB-MIN(DR, DG, DB) c.(W)/256, 

0258. On the other hand, the operator performs an opera 
tion of Eq. (16) of a quantity of black toners BK on BP 
processing. 

0259 That is, the minimum is subtracted by undercolor 
level k (BPC) and multiplies it with B(W)/256. 

0260 (L) Color corrector 
0261 FIG. 41 shows a block diagram of the color 
corrector 1400 performing a following masking operation 
for Suitable color reproduction: 
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CO (17) 

-1 

0262 The masking operation is performed to correct 
nonideal spectral characteristics of filters of the image 
Sensor 14 and toners used for printing an image on a sheet 
of paper, as shown in FIGS. 42 and 42. The masking 
coefficients C-C 7, m-m-, and y1-y17 are determined 
according to following Steps: First, a test print is read by the 
image Sensor 14 and a test print thereof is formed. Next, the 
test print printed is is read by the image Sensor 14. Then, the 
read data of the test print are compared with those of the 
printed image, and the coefficients are determined So that a 
difference between them becomes Smallest. Actually, the 
masking coefficients c-c, are determined when cyan 
image is formed, m-m-, are determined when a magenta 
image is formed, and y -y, are determined when a yellow 
image is forme. 
0263. In the circuit shown in FIG. 41, multipliers 1409, 
1410 and 1411 receive input data of Cozo, Mozo and Yozo 
from the UCR/BP processor 1300. Further, operators 1402, 
1403 and 1404 also receives the input data. The operators 
1402, 1403 and 1404 receives Co, Go and Bo at A inputs 
thereof in this order and Mo, Bo and Co at B inputs thereof 
in this order. Then, the operators 1402, 1403 and 1404 
average of the data received at the A and B inputs, and the 
averages are sent to operators 1405, 1406 and 1407 which 
divide a square of the input data with 256 and sent the result 
to multipliers 1412, 1413 and 1414. The multipliers 1408 
1414 receive the masking coefficients c-cle, m-me and 
y-ye as shown in FIG. 41 from a controller 1401 to 
multiply it with the input data. Products obtained by the 
multipliers 1409-1414 are sent to inputs A-G of an operator 
1407, while the masking coefficients cz, m, and y, are 
sent directly to input F of the operator 1407. The operator 
1407 sums the data at the inputs A-F and subtract the data 
at the input G from the Sum. Thus, the matrix operation of 
Eq. (17) is completed. 
0264. When a cyan, magenta or yellow image is formed, 
the controller 1401 of color correction can set eight kinds of 
masking coefficients at the same time, and the masking 
coefficients can be changed for each pixel (in real time) by 
Setting change Signal MA and a Sepia area Signal SEPIA. 
0265 A selector 1416 selects the output data of the 
operator 1415 to a selector 1417 when H level of CMY/K 
Signal is received or cyan, magenta or yellow is. printed, or 
it selects BK data when L level of CMY/K signal is 
received or black is printed. 
0266 On the other hand, the controller 1401 sends coef 
ficients MM-7 in correspondence to the multiplier 1408. 
The coefficients MM (Cs, Ms., Ys, BKs) are changed in 
each image forming process of cyan, magenta, yellow and 
black according to a monochromatic color to be reproduced 
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designated by a user with the operational panel. The multi 
plier 1408 multiplies it with the density data DV-1 for the 
monochromatic color to Supply a monochromatic color data 
to the selector 1417. 

0267 The controller 1401 further receives a monochro 
matic color area signal COLMONO and a monochromatic 
area signal BKMONO for each pixel. These signals are also 
received by an AND gate 1418. If the signals COLMONO 
and BKMONO have L level, or if the pixel data is a data in 
a full color mode area, the AND gate 1418 outputs a signal 
of L level to the selector 1417. Then, the selector 1417 
Selects a full color data received from the Selector as an 
output data VIDEOzo. On the other hand, if at least one of 
the signals COLMONO and BKMONO has H level, or if the 
pixel data is a data in a monochromatic color mode area or 
in a monochromatic mode area, the AND gate 1418 outputs 
a signal of H level to the selector 1417. Then, the selector 
1417 Selects the monochromatic color data received from 
the multiplier 1418 as an output data VIDEOzo. 
0268 (M) Region discriminator 
0269 FIGS. 44A and 44B are block diagrams of the 
region discriminator 1500 which discriminates black char 
acter areas and dot image areas in a document image. The 
discrimination of black characters comprises four Steps of 
(a) detection of a character (edge), (b) detection of black 
pixel, (c) detection of a region which is liable to be detected 
as black, and (d) generation of black edge reproduction 
signal which is performed by the MTF corrector 1600. The 
first to third Steps are explained below in detail. 
0270 (M-1) Detection of character (edge) 
0271 First, detection of a character (edge) is explained in 
detail. A character has two elements of edge parts and 
uniform parts interposed by edge parts. If a character is thin, 
it has only edge portions. Then, the existence of a character 
is decided by detecting edges. 
0272. In the region discriminator 1500 shown in FIG. 
44A, the lightness signal V7 generated by the HVC con 
verter 1100 is received through a negative/positive inverter 
1501 to a line memory 1502. If NEGA signal set by an 
operator with the operational panel is L level, the inverter 
1501 inverts the input data. 
0273. The data in the line memory is sent to primary 
differential filters 1503 and 1504 shown in FIGS. 45 and 46 
for the main Scan direction and for the SubScan direction 
each having a 55 matrix and to a Secondary differential 
filter 1508 shown in FIG. 47. In this embodiment, edges are 
detected with two kinds of differential filter because each has 
a feature. FIG. 48A shows lightness distribution of five lines 
with different size from each other. Further, FIG. 48B shows 
primary differentials for the five lines, and FIG. 48C shows 
secondary differentials for the five lines. The primary dif 
ferential filter outputs a higher detection value than the 
Secondary one at an edge of a thick line (of a width of four 
pixels or larger). That is, the primary differential filter is 
Suitable for detecting a thick edge of a width of four pixels 
or larger, while the secondary differential filter is suitable for 
detecting a thin edge of a width less than four pixels. In the 
region discriminator 1500, an edge of a character is detected 
if at least one of the primary and Secondary filters outputs a 
value larger than a threshold value. Then, the detection 
precision of edge can be maintained irrespective of a width 
of a line. 
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0274) The primary differential filters 1503 and 1504 
along the main Scan direction and along the SubScan direc 
tion receive data read from the line memory 1502. The 
obtained differentials are sent to absolute value circuits 1505 
and 1506 to obtain absolute values thereof. The absolute 
values are needed because the primary differential filters 
1403 and 1504 have negative coefficients. Then, an operator 
1507 receives the absolute values and outputs an average 
FL, thereof. The average is used to take two differentials 
along the two directions into account. The average FL 
of the first differentials is sent to comparators 1521, 1523, 
1525 and 1527 for edge decision. 
0275. The secondary differential filter 1508 receives data 
from the line memory 1502 and an obtained second differ 
ential D, is output to an absolute value circuit 1509 to 
output an absolute value FL27 othereof. The absolute value 
is needed because the secondary differential filter 1408 also 
have negative coefficients. The absolute value FL-2 of the 
secondary differential is sent to comparators 1522, 1524, 
1526 and 1528 for edge decision. The secondary differential 
Dzo is also sent to a VMTF table 1512 shown in FIG. 55. 
The VMTF table 1512 outputs lightness edge component 
VMTF, in correspondence to the secondary differential 
D7-o. 
0276 The comparator 1521 for edge decision shown in 
FIG. 44B compares the first differential FL, with a first 
edge reference level EDGREF, o, and it outputs a signal of 
L level if the first differential FL, o is larger than the first 
edge reference level EDGREF, p. On the other hand, the 
comparator 1522 for edge decision compares the Second 
differential FL, with a Second edge reference level 
EDGREF, o, and it outputs a Signal of Llevel if the Second 
differential FL27 is larger than the Second edge reference 
level EDGREF, . An AND gate 1533 receives the results 
of the comparison by the comparators 1521, 1522 and it 
outputs an EG signal if a signal of L level is received from 
at least one of the comparators 1521 and 1522. The EG 
Signal means an edge. 
0277 (M-2) Decision of black pixel 
0278 Next, decision of black pixel is explained in detail. 
Black is detected based on chroma Wizo, or if the chroma 
W., is smaller than a reference value, the pixel is decided as 
black. However, the value of chroma Wiz may become high 
for a black pixel. For example, when the image Sensor 14 
Vibrates when the image is read, the phases of data of red, 
green and blue may shift slightly relative to each other, as 
shown at a graph at an upper part in FIG. 49. In this case, 
the chroma Wo becomes large as shown in another graph 
at a lower part in FIG. 49. If the pixel is decided if the 
chroma W7 o is Smaller than a reference value, the pixel is 
erroneously decided as a color pixel. Then, in this embodi 
ment, erroneous decision can be prevented by Smoothing the 
chroma data before the decision. That is, the chroma data 
W., is first received from the HVC converter 1100 by 
another line memory 1514, and it is smoothed by a filter 
1515 of 3*3 matrix shown in FIG. 50. Chroma data WS, 
after Smoothing has a more gradual value, as shown in the 
lower part in FIG. 49. Then, the above-mentioned type of 
erroneous decision can be prevented. 
0279 A comparator 1529 receives the chroma data WSo 
and compares it with a chroma reference data WREF, . If 
the chroma data WSzo is Smaller than the chroma reference 
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data WREF, o, the pixel is decided to be black, and the 
comparator 1529 sends BK signal to an AND gate 1537. The 
chroma reference data WREF, is determined by the WREF 
table 1513 according to the lightness data Vzo. AS Shown in 
FIG. 51, the WREF table 1513 has a feature that if the 
lightness data Vzo is larger than a predetermined value, 
WREF7-0 is decreased linearly with the lightness V7. This 
takes into account that black pixels determined erroneously 
will become evident. The AND gate 1537 outputs BKEG 
which means an edge of a black pixel if the pixel is a pixel 
at an edge (EG=L) it is a black pixel (BK=L) and 
BKEGEN=L. 

0280 (M-3) Decision of a region liable to be detected as 
black character 

0281 Next, the detection of a region which is liable to be 
detected as black character is explained in detail. If only the 
detection of a character (edge) and the detection of black 
pixel mentioned above are performed, a character having a 
low lightneSS V7 and a low chroma WSzo Such as dark blue 
and deep green is liable to be decided erroneously as an edge 
of a black character. Further, if a color and its complemen 
tary color, such as cyan and yellow, as shown in FIG. 56A, 
are adjacent to each other, and image data of red, green and 
blue are read as shown in FIG. 52B, the chroma WSo may 
become low at the boundary between them or change to 
black there, as shown in FIG. 52C. Such a point is also 
liable to be decided erroneously as an edge of a black 
character. For example, Such an erroneous decision may 
happen when a blue character is printed on a background of 
yellow. 

0282. In order to solve the problem, a uniform color part 
is detected in the embodiment. Then, even if the pixel is 
decided a black pixel, the decision is canceled if it is located 
in a region of uniform color part. Thus, a black character can 
be decided more precisely. 

0283 The uniform color part has features that it is not an 
edge, that it is a pixel in a color mode area and that a number 
of pixel having low lightness exceeds a certain number 
within a prescribed area. Then, the uniform color part is 
detected as follows: The comparators 1423 and 1524 decide 
that the outputs FL17-o and FL27-20 of the primary and 
secondary differential filters are lower than third and fourth 
edge reference levels EDGREF, so and EDREF7, an 
AND gate 1534 outputs signal BETA1 which means a pixel 
not existing at an edge. Further, if a comparator 1530 decides 
that the chroma data WS7-0 is Smaller than a reference value 
WREF, o, it outputs a signal COL which means a color 
data. Further, if a comparator 1531 decides that the lightness 
data Vzo is Smaller than a reference value VREF, o, it 
outputs a signal VL. Then, the AND gate 1538 receives the 
signals BETA1, COL and VL and outputs a signal CAN 
which means that the pixel is not at an edge, that the pixel 
is in a color mode area and that the pixel has a low lightness. 
Then, the pixel is taken as a uniform part having a chromatic 
color not located in a background. A counter 1542 counts the 
number of the signals CAN in the unit of 99 pixels. If the 
number Cnt. of the signals CAN is Smaller than a 
reference value Cntref, o, a comparator 1542 outputs a 
signal BKEGON. 
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0284. An AND gate 1544 outputs the above-mentioned 
signal BKEG delayed by a delay circuit 1541 and the 
above-mentioned signal BKEGON. That is, even when the 
Signal BKEG on the decision of a black edge is received, if 
the signal BKEGON is not received or if the pixel is located 
in a uniform color part, the decision of black edge is 
canceled, and the AND gate 1544 does not output a signal 
PAPA. In other words, edge emphasis is performed only for 
a black character in a monochromatic background. On the 
other hand, the number of pixels of a uniform color part is 
less than the prescribed reference value, the decision of 
black edge is kept to be valid. 
0285) (M-4) Decision of dot area 
0286 Next, decision of dot area is explained in detail. 
Dot area means an area of an image composed of dots. AS 
shown in FIG. 44A, the filters 1510 and 1511 for detection 
white dots and black dots receive data output from the line 
memory 1502. Each filter decides if a pixel under interest is 
larger (white dots) or smaller (black dots) than a level 
AMIREF, along the all directions with respect to an average 
of two pixels Surrounding the pixel under interest along 
eight directions, as shown in FIG. 53. Further, if the pixel 
under interest is larger than the eight adjacent pixels, it is 
decided as a white dot (WAMI=L), while if the pixel under 
interest is Smaller than the eight adjacent pixels, it is decided 
as a black dot (KAMI=L). 
0287. In concrete, the filter 1510 for detecting white dots 
shown in FIG. 44A outputs a signal WAMI of Llevel when 
each condition of Eq. (18) is satisfied and each condition of 
Eq. (19) is satisfied. Further, the filter 1511 for detecting 
black dots shown in FIG. 44A also outputs a signal KAMI 
of L level when each condition of Eq. (18) is satisfied and 
each condition of Eq. (19) is satisfied. 

- (a + a 22)/2 > AMIREF, o, (18) 
- (as + as.)/2 > AMIREF, o, 
- (as + a 2)/2 > AMIREF, o, 
- (ass + als)/2 > AMIREF, o, 
- (ass + all)/2 > AMIREF, o, 
- (ass + as)/2 > AMIREF, o, 
- (als + a 2)/2 > AMIREF, o, 

0288 and 

X- (als + as)/2 > AMIREF, o, (19) 
X > a.32, 
X > a 42, 
X > a.43, 
X > a.44, 
X > a.s.l., 
X > a 24, 

0289 and 
X>d 23. 

0290 Further, the filter 1511 for detecting black dots 
shown in FIG. 44A also outputs a signal KAMI of L level 
when each condition of Eq. (20) is satisfied and each 
condition of Eq. (21) is satisfied. 
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0291) 

- (a + as)/2 < AMIREF, o, (20) 
- (as + a)/2 < AMIREF, or 
- (ass + als)/2 < AMIREF, o, 
- (ass + all)/2 < AMIREF, o, 
- (ass + as)/2 < AMIREF, o, 
- (as + a)/2 < AMIREF, o, 

0292) and 

and 

X < a.23. 

0293). The counters 1550 and 1551 receive signals WAMI 
and KAMI output by the filters 1510 and 1511, and they 
count a number of signals of Llevel in a 419 pixel matrix. 
The counts thereof are sent to a maximum detector 1552 
which outputs a maximum thereof Amicinto to four com 
parators 1553-1556. The comparators 1553-1556 compare it 
with four steps of reference levels CNTREF, o, 
CNTREF, CNTREF and CNTREF to quantize 
it, and they output AMI0, AMI1, AMI2 and AMI3 if it is 
larger than the reference signals (refer to FIG. 54). 
0294 (M-5) Other types of decision 
0295) The region discriminator 1500 further decides 
Some points explained below. A comparator 1532 is pro 
Vided to decide a high light area. It compares the lightness 
data V7 with a Second reference level VREF, o, and if the 
lightness data V-7 is larger than the Second reference level 
VREF, it outputs a signal VH1 which means that the 
pixel exists in a highlight area. The comparators 1527 and 
1528 are provided to decide an area not located at an edge. 
They compare the first differential FL7- and the Second 
differential FL-2 with Seventh and eighth reference levels 
EDGref77-7 and EDGrefs, so. If the first differential FL, 
and the Second differential FL-2 are Smaller than Seventh 
and eighth reference levels EDGref77-7 and EDGrefs, so, a 
Signal BETA2 which means a pixel not located at an edge is 
sent to an AND gate 1536. The AND gate 1536 also receives 
the above-mentioned VH1 signal from the comparator 1531, 
and it outputs a signal HLIGHT which means a highlight 
area through a delay circuit 1546. 
0296) The comparators 1525 and 1526 also receive the 
first differential FL7- and the Second differential FL 
and compare them with fifth and sixth reference levels 
EDGrefs, and EDGrefszco. If the first differential FL7 o 
and the Second differential FL, are larger than the ref 
erence levels EDGrefs, so and EDGref7 co, Signals of L 
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level are sent to an NOR gate 1525. If a signal is received 
from either of the comparators 1525 and 1526, the NOR gate 
1525 outputs a signal EG2 which means an edge highlight 
area through a delay circuit 1546 as a signal MAMA. 
0297 (N) MTF corrector 
0298 FIGS. 56A and 56B show block diagrams of the 
MTF corrector 1600 which performs edge emphasis and 
Smoothing most Suitable for the image data VIDEO, and 
MVIDEO, received from the color corrector 1400 accord 
ing to the kind of pixels recognized by the signals (AMI0 
AMI3, MAMA, PAPA, EDG and HLIGHT) and printing 
situation recognized by status signals (MODE, CMY/K, 
BKER, COLER). Further, a duty ratio of laser emission is 
changed according to the kind of image recognized by the 
region discriminator 1500. Still further, a prescribed value is 
added to pixel data at edges to correct amounts of exceSS or 
deficient toners. 

0299 The MTF corrector 1600 recognizes the color of 
toners based on CMY/Ksignal. If the signal is Llevel, toners 
of cyan, magenta or yellow is printed. It also recognizes one 
of following modes by using three signals MODE, BKER 
and COLER: Full color standard mode (BKER=H, 
COLER=L and MODE=H), full color photographic mode 
(BKER=H, COLER=H and MODE=L), monochromatic 
color standard mode (BKER=H, COLER=L and 
MODE=H), monochromatic color photograph mode 
(BKER=H, COLER=L and MODE=L), monochromatic 
standard mode (BKER=L, COLER=L and MODE=H), and 
monochromatic photographic mode (BKER=L, COLER=L 
and MODE =L). Further, it recognizes the kind of a pixel to 
be printed by using the result of region discrimination as 
follows: A highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), a non-edge region (HLIGHT-H, EDG=H, 
PAPA-H), a color edge region (HLIGHT-H, EDG=L, 
PAPA-H), and a black edge region (HLIGHT-H, EDG=L, 
PAPA-L). 
0300 (N-1) Explanation of various modes 
0301 Before explaining the MTF corrector 1600, MTF 
correction in each mode mentioned above is explained. First, 
MTF correction in the full color standard mode (MODE=H, 
BKER=H and COLER=L) is explained. Table 5 compiles 
Signal levels of various signals received by a controller 
1601, printing situations represented by the levels and 
signals of DMPX0, DMPX1, DMPX5 and DMPX6. 

TABLE 5 

Full color standard mode 

CMYK HLIGHT EDG PAPA DMPX1 DMPXO USM 

L L highlight L. H O 
(CMY H H H non-edge L. H O 
mode) H L H color H H DMTF 

edge 
H L L black L L O 

edge 
H L highlight L. H O 
(BK H H H non-edge L. H O 
mode) H L H color L H O 

edge 
H L L black H L VMTF 

edge 
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0302 First, MTF correction of a pixel at a black edge ( 
HLIGHT-H, EDG=L, PAPA-L) is explained. When black 
toners are used for printing (CMY/K=H), VIDE, is 
obtained by adding edge component VMTF, of lightness 
to ordinary image data SDzo for edge emphasis. The edge 
component VMTF-o of lightness is used instead of an edge 
component DMTF, of density because the former is more 
Sensitive than the latter on an edge due to background. If the 
pixel composes a dot image, the edge emphasis component 
(or VMTF7) is limited according to the degree or density 
of dots. For example, the edge emphasis component is 
limited to decrease linearly or Stepwise. Thus, a Moire 
pattern is prevented to occur. 

0303 When cyan, magenta or yellow toners are used for 
printing (CMY/K=L), edge emphasis is not performed on a 
pixel at a black edge, and a minimum data MINzo is 
obtained in a 55 or 33 matrix as output data VIDEO, 
That is, the minimum data is obtained in a prescribed area 
including the pixel. Then, a very narrow extended line at an 
edge as shown in FIG. 63A in an area.represented with a 
dashed circle can be removed as shown in FIG. 63B. By 
using the minimum data MINzo, image data can be 
decreased to Zero only inside a black character. Then, the 
black character can be printed with edge emphasis without 
white peripheral lines as shown in FIG. 64A. If image data 
of cyan, magenta or yellow is subtracted by, for example, an 
edge detection quantity (Such as FL17-o or FL-27-2 in this 
embodiment), white peripheral lines as shown in FIG. 64A 
are observed. 

0304 For a pixel in a color edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=H), edge emphases is not performed when 
black toners are used in printing (PAPA=H), and ordinary 
pixel data SD, is used as VIDEO, so. In other words, edge 
emphasis is not performed for an edge of a color character 
for black printing So that black fringe of a color character 
can be prevented. On the other hand, when cyan, magenta or 
yellow toners are used for printing, density edge component 
DTMF, is added to the ordinary pixel data SDzo as 
VIDEO, so 

DMPX6 DMPX5 VIDEO 

H L FSD 
H H SD 
H H SD 

L H MIN 

H L FSD 
H H SD 
H H SD 

H H SD 
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0305 For a pixel in a highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), edge emphasis is not performed, and FSD, 
Subjected to Smoothing is used as image data VIDEOzo. 
Then, noises in the highlight region becomes not noticeable. 
0306 For a pixel in a non-edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=H, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is not performed and 
ordinary image data SDzo is used as image data VIDEO.7- 
3O. 

0307 Next, MTF correction in the full color photo 
graphic mode (BKER=H, COLER=H and MODE=L) is 
explained. Table 6 compiles Signal levels of various signals 
received by the controller 1601, printing situations repre 
sented by the levels and signals of DMPX0, DMPX1, 
MDMPX5 and DMPX6. 

TABLE 6 

Full color standard mode 

CMYK HLIGHT EDG PAPA DMPX1 DMPXO USM 

L L highlight L. H O 
(CMY H H H non-edge L. H O 
mode) H L H color H H DMTF 

edge 
H L L black H H DMTF 

edge 
H L highlight L. H O 
(BK H H H non-edge L. H O 
mode) H L H color H H DMTF 

edge 
H L L black H H DMTF 

edge 

CMY/K HLIGHT EDGO 

L 
H H 

L H L 

H H L 

0308) For a pixel in a black edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDGL, PAPA-L) and in a color edge region (HLIGHT-H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=H), edge emphases is performed by adding 
density edge component DMTF, to FSD, subjected to 
Smoothing to output the Sum as VIDEO, so So as not to 
deteriorate gradation characteristics of half-tone pixels. 
Thus, edge emphasis is performed Suitably without deterio 
rating gradation characteristics. 

0309 For a pixel in a highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), edge emphasis is not performed, and FSD, 
Subjected to Smoothing is used as image data VIDEOzo. 
Then, noises in the highlight region becomes not noticeable. 
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0310 For a pixel in a non-edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDGH, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is not performed and 
image data FSDzo Subjected to Smoothing is used as image 
data VIDEOzo. Thus, the gradation characteristics of a 
photography image can be maintained. 

0311 Next, MTF correction in the monochromatic color 
standard mode (BKER=H, COLER=L and MODE=H) is 
explained. Table 7 compiles signal levels of various signals 
received by the controller 1601, printing situations repre 
sented by the levels and signals of DMPX0, DMPX1, 
MDMPX5 and DMPX6. 

DMPX6 DMPX5 VIDEO 

H L FSD 
H H SD 
H H SD 

H L FSD 

H L FSD 
H L FSD 
H L FSD 

H L FSD 

TABLE 7 

Monochromatic color standard mode 

DMPX1 DMPXO USM DMPX6 DMPX5 VIDEO 

highlight L H O H L FSD 
non-edge L H O H H SD 
CMY mode, L L DMTF H H SD 
edge 
BK mode, L H O H H SD 
edge 

0312 For a pixel in a black edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=L) and in a color edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is not performed when 
black toners are used in printing, and ordinary image data 
SD, is used as VIDEOs, so, while edge emphasis is per 
formed when cyan, magenta or yellow toners are used in 
printing, by adding density edge component DMTF to 
ordinary pixel data SDzo to output the Sum as VIDEO, so 
Thus, black fringe can be prevented. 
0313 For a pixel in a highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), edge emphasis is not performed, and FSDzo 
Subjected to Smoothing is used as image data VIDEO, so 
Then, noises in the highlight region becomes not noticeable. 
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0314 For a pixel in a non-edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=H, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is not performed and 
image data FSDzo Subjected to Smoothing is used as image 
data VIDEO, so 
0315) Next, MTF correction in the monochromatic color 
photography mode (BKER=H, COLER=L and MODE=L) is 
explained. Table 8 compiles Signal levels of various signals 
received by the controller 1601, printing situations repre 
sented by the levels and signals of DMPX0, DMPX1, 
MDMPX5 and DMPX6. 

TABLE 8 

Monochromatic color photography mode 

CMY/K HLIGHT EDGO DMPX1 DMPXO USM 

L highlight L H O H 
H H non-edge L H O H 

L H L CMY mode, L L DMTF H 
edge 

H H L BK mode, L H O H 
edge 

0316 For a pixel in a black edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=L, PAPA-L) and in a color edge region (HLIGHT-H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=H), edge emphases is performed only when 
cyan, magenta or yellow toners are used in printing, by 
adding density edge component DMTF, to FSDzo Sub 
jected to Smoothing to output the Sum as VIDEO, so So as 
not to deteriorate gradation characteristics of half-tone pix 
els. Thus, a black fringe of a color character can be pre 
vented. 

0317 For a pixel in a highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), edge emphasis is not performed, and FSD, 
Subjected to Smoothing is used as image data VIDEOzo. 
Then, noises in the highlight region becomes not noticeable. 
0318 For a pixel in a non-edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=H, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is not performed and 
image data FSDzo Subjected to Smoothing is used as image 
data VIDEO. Next, MTF correction in the monochro 
matic standard mode (BKER=L, COLER=L and MODE=H) 
is explained. Table 9 compiles Signal levels of various 
Signals received by the controller 1601, printing situations 
represented by the levels and signals of DMPX0, DMPX1, 
MDMPX5 and DMPX6. 

TABLE 9 

Monochromatic standard mode 

CMY/K HLIGHT EDGO DMPX1 DMPXO USM 

L highlight L H O H 
H H non-edge L H O H 

L H L CMY mode, L L O H 
edge 

H H L BK mode, H L WMTF H 
edge 
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0319 For a pixel in a black edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=L, PAPA-L) and in a color edge region (HLIGHT-H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is performed when black 
toners are used in printing, by adding lightness edge com 
ponent VMTF7-0 to ordinary pixel data SDzo to output the 
Sum as VIDEO, so, while edge emphasis is not performed 
when cyan, magenta or yellow toners are used in printing, 
and ordinary image data SDzo is used as VIDEO, so 

DMPX6 DMPX5 VIDEO 

L FSD 

L FSD 
L FSD 

L FSD 

0320 For a pixel in a highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), edge emphasis is not performed, and FSDzo 
Subjected to Smoothing is used as image data VIDEO. . 
Then, noises in the highlight region becomes not noticeable. 

0321) For a pixel in a non-edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=H, PAPA=H), edge emphasis is not performed and 
ordinary image data SDzo is used as image data VIDEO. 
3O. 

0322 Finally, MTF correction in the monochromatic 
photography mode (BKER=L, COLER=L and MODE=L) is 
explained. Table 10 compiles Signal levels of various signals 
received by the controller 1601, printing situations repre 
sented by the levels and signals of DMPX0, DMPX1, 
MDMPX5 and DMPX6. 

DMPX6 DMPX5 VIDEO 

L FSD 
H SD 
H SD 

H SD 
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TABLE 10 

Monochromatic photography mode 

CMY/K HLIGHT EDGO DMPX1 DMPXO USM 

L highlight L H O 
H H non-edge L H O 

L H L CMY mode, L H O 
edge 

H H L BK mode, H H DMTF H 
edge 

0323 For a pixel in a black edge region (HLIGHT=H, 
EDG=L, PAPA-L) and in a color edge region (HLIGHT-H, 
EDG=L, PAPA=H), edge emphases is performed by adding 
density edge component DMTF, to FSD, subjected to 
Smoothing to output the Sum as VIDEO, so So as not to 
deteriorate gradation characteristics of half-tone pixels. 
0324 For a pixel in a highlight region of uniform density 
(HLIGHT=L), and for a pixel in a non-edge region ( 
HLIGHT-H, EDGH, PAPA-H), edge emphasis is not per 
formed and image data FSDzo Subjected to Smoothing is 
used as image data VIDEOzo. 
0325 (N-2) MTF correction 
0326) Next, MTF (mutual transfer) correction performed 
by the MTF corrector 1600 shown in FIGS. 56A and 56B 
is explained. A controller 1601 for MTF correction param 
eters receives control signals AMIO-AMI3, HLIGHT, EDG, 
PAPA and MAMA from the region discriminator 1500. 
Further, the controller receives control signals MODE, 
CMY/K, BKER and COLER. The signal MODE represents 
a kind of a document set by the key 78 in the operational 
panel, and it is set to be L level in the photography modes 
and H level in the standard modes. The signal CMY/K is a 
Status Signal representing a printing situation, and it is Set to 
be L level for printing with cyan, magenta or yellow toners 
and H level for printing with black toners. The signal BKER 
requires Signal processing in the monochromatic modes. The 
signal COLER requires signal processing in the monochro 
matic color modes. The signals BKER and COLER are 
signals on a region. The controller 1601 Supplies DMPX0 
DMPX6 shown in Tables 5-10 and a signal LIMOS shown 
in Table 11. 

TABLE 11 

Setting of duty ratio 

MODE MAMA AMO LIMOS 

H L L 
L L 

H H H 
L H 

0327. The signal LIMOS changes a duty ratio of the laser 
diode emitting according to the image data. A period when 
the laser diode does not emit may be provided in one pixel 
clock cycle. In Such a case, the duty ratio is defined as a ratio 
of the laser emission period in one pixel clock cycle. FIG. 
57 shows a timing chart on driving the laser diode wherein 
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DMPX6 DMPX5 VIDEO 

L FSD 
L FSD 
L FSD 

L FSD 

two types of a driving signal for the laser diode (LD) having 
duty ratios of 100% and 80% are shown. If the signal 
LIMOS=L, the duty ratio is set to be 100% in order to 
prevent a Moire pattern. If the signal LIMOS=H, the duty 
ratio is set to be 80% to reduce noises between lines along 
the main scan direction. If MODE=H or the pixel is at an 
edge or in a dot in a cot image in the Standard modes, the 
signal LIMOS is set to be L in order to improve the 
reproducibility at an edge and in a dot image. On the other 
hand, in the photography modes and at a non-edge region in 
the standard modes, the signal LIMOS=H to provide non 
emitting periods in order to make noises between lines 
unnoticeable. 

0328. The signals MODE, CMY/K, BKER and COLER 
and an inverted Signal of the Signal PAPA are also sent to a 
NAND gate 1602. Then, the NAND gate 1602 outputs a 
signal DMPX7 to a selector 1603 only when black is printed 
at a black edge in the full color Standard copy mode. The 
selector 1603 selects the lightness data MVIDEO. Sub 
jected to the masking processing or the density data 
VIDEO, according as the signal DMPX7 is L level or not. 
0329. The selector 1603 receives image data MVIDEO, 
Subjected to masking processing at A input and image data 
VIDEOzo converted to density at B input in the order or 
cyan, magenta, yellow and black. The data Selected by the 
selector 1603 is supplied, through a line memory 1604 
Storing data of 55 matrix to a Laplacian filter, to a Lapla 
cian filter 1605, smoothing filters 1607, 1608 and 1609, a 
filter 1612 for detecting a minimum in a 55 matrix, a filter 
1613 for detecting a minimum in a 33 matrix, and a print 
edge corrector 1615. 

0330. The Laplacian filter 1605, shown in FIG. 58, 
converts a data on a pixel under interest at the center to an 
enhanced data, and sends it to a DMTF table 1606. The 
DMTF table performs conversion shown in FIG. 59 and 
Sends a conversion data as density edge emphasis compo 
nent data DMTF7. 
0331) The smoothing filters 1607, 1608 and 1609 
smoothens the input data to 300, 200 and 100 dpi, and FIGS. 
60-62 show examples of the three filters. The data subjected 
to Smoothing as well as the data without Subjected to 
smoothing is sent to a controller 1610 for smoothing filters. 
The controller 1610 also receives the change signal SH 
from the HVC converter 1100 set by the image quality 
controller 1103 shown in FIG. 31. The controller 1610 
Selects one of the input data according to the change Signal 
SH and sends it as SDzo. The change Signal SH is also 
received by another controller 1611 of edge emphasis coef 
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ficient to Select one of eight kinds of the edge emphasis 
coefficients as ED7-o per each pixel (in real time), and 
change a plurality of Sharpness up to eight areas Simulta 
neously. 

0332) The filters 1612 and 1613 detect a minimum in a 
55 matrix and in a 33 matrix if a pixel under interest is 
placed at the center of the matrices and they sent the results 
to a selector 1614. The selector 1614 selects one of them 
according to a Selection signal FSEL2, and it sends it as 
MINzo. The selection signal FSEL2 has been determined 
experimentally. AS explained above, by using the minimum 
data MINo, image data can be decreased to Zero only inside 
a black character, and the black character can be printed with 
edge emphases without white peripheral lines as shown in 
FIG. 64A. On the other hand, if image data of cyan, magenta 
or yellow is Subtracted by, for example, an edge detection 
quantity (Such as FL17-o or FL-27-20 in this embodiment), 
undesired white peripheral lines as shown in FIG. 64A are 
observed. 

0333. The print edge corrector 1615 performs edge cor 
rection by taking into account a print characteristic on 
transferring a toner image onto a sheet of paper. The print 
characteristic means that more toners adhere to a start 
position while less toners adhere to an end position, as 
shown in FIG. 65B with a solid line. However, it is desirable 
that equal quantities oftoners adhere to the Start and end and 
positions. Such print characteristic occurs when image data 
changes largely at edges while a data near the edges is about 
Zero. Then, the corrector 1615 corrects the data shown in 
FIG. 65A as shown in FIG. 65D. Then, as shown in FIG. 
65B with a dashed line, the inequality can be reduced. 
0334 FIG. 66 shows the print edge corrector 1615 in 

detail. If a data under interest is a data of an 1-th pixel, a 
subtractor 1650 subtracts a data of (1+1)-th pixel from the 
data of the 1-th pixel and sends the result to a comparator 
1553. If the result is larger than a threshold value REF, o, 
the comparator 1653 Sends a signal to input So of a Selector 
1655. A subtractor 1651 subtracts a data of the 1-th pixel 
from the data of the (1-1)-th pixel and sends the result to a 
comparator 1554. If the result is larger than a threshold value 
REF27, the comparator 1654 sends a signal to input S of 
the selector 1655. Further, if the data of the 1-th data is 
Smaller than a threshold value REF.7 so, a comparator 1652 
sends a signal to input S of the selector 1655. 
0335) If the selector 1655 receives L level at the input 
S-So, the pixel under interest is considered to exist between 
edges as shown in FIG. 67B. In this case, the selector 1655 
selects PDzo after addition as ADDzo. If the selector 1655 
receives H level at the input Si and Llevel at the inputs SO 
and S, the pixel under interest is considered to exist at a 
leading edge and below a reference level as shown in FIG. 
67A. In this case, the selector 1655 selects PDzo as 
ADDzo. Further, if the selector 1655 receives H level at 
the input SO and Llevel at the inputs S-S, the pixel under 
interest is considered to exist at a trailing edge and below a 
reference level as shown in FIG. 67C. In this case, the 
Selector 1655 Selects PD7 as ADD17 o 
0336) Next, the MTF correction performed by the MTF 
corrector shown in FIG. 56B is explained. As explained 
previously, selectors 1616 and 1617 Select one of lightness 
edge component VMTF7, density edge component 
DMTF, and edge emphasis quantity of Zero according to the 
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signals DMPX0 and DMPX1 on the kind of pixel DMPX0 
and DMPX1. The signals DMPX0 and DMPX1 are defined 
in Tables 5-10 in the various modes and output by the 
controller 1610 of the MTF correction parameters. 

0337. A selector 1622 receives ED set by the CPU 1 
directly and through multipliers 1619-1621 which multiply 
it with %, 1/2 and /4, and Selects one of the four inputs 
according to parameters DMPX3 and DMPX2. Another 
selector 1623 receives the output of the selector 1622 and the 
Zero, and Selects one of the two inputs according to a 
parameter DMPX4. As shown in Table 12, the parameters 
DMPX4-DMPX2 are determined according to values of 
AMI3-AMI0. If all of AMI3-AMI0 are H level or the pixel 
is not in a dot image, the edge emphasis coefficient EDzo is 
Sent readily as ED7- to an operator 1618. AS explained 
previously, the region discriminator 1500 changes AMI0 
AMI3 to L level successively as the degree of dot image 
increases. Then, the controller 1601 for the MTF correction 
parameters changes DMPX4-DMPX1 according to the 
degree of dot image, and the selectors 1622 and 1623 
Suppress edge emphasis coefficients ED7 according to 
results of dot detection AMI0-AMI3. The operator 1618 
multiplies the edge emphasis quantity USM-7 with the edge 
emphasis coefficient EDzo and divides the product with 
128 to output USMzo. 

TABLE 12 

Decision of dot image 

I2 AMI1 AMIO DMPX4 DMPX3 DMPX2 ED 

ED 

L 
L 
H 

H H H 

0338 A Selector 1626 receives data SD, directly and 
through a smoothing filter 1625 and selects one of the inputs 
according to DMPX5. Further, another selector 1627 Selects 
one of the output of the selector 1627 and MIN, according 
to DMPX6 to output VIDEOzo. The control signals 
DMPX5 and DMPX6 are determined as shown in Tables 
5-10. 

0339. An adder 1624 adds the edge emphasis quantity 
USM to the pixel data VIDEO. Another adder 1628 
adds VIDEOzo to ADD17 o to output as VIDEO, so AS 
explained above, the addition data ADDzo is provided to 
add a pixel data at a leading edge or at a trailing edge. 

0340 (O) Gamma corrector 
0341 The gamma corrector 1700 shown in FIG. 68 
receives the image data VIDEO, so after the MTF correc 
tion, and it changes gamma correction curve according to an 
instruction by a user and corrects the image data to data of 
desired image quality. The image data VIDEO, so and the 
change Signal GAo for changing the gamma correction 
table are received by a gamma correction table 1702. The 
change signal GA are set by the image quality controller 
1103 shown in FIG. 31. The table 1702 changes eight 
gradation curves shown in FIGS. 69 and 70 in real time 
according to the change Signal GA as a BANK Signal of 
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the table. FIG. 69 shows gradation curves in correspondence 
to the change Signal GA. in the brightness control mode, 
while FIG. 70 shows gradation curves in correspondence to 
the change Signal GA. in the contrast control mode. The 
gamma correction table 1702 changes input data Dino 
(VIDEOzo) to output data Doutz (VIDEOzo). 
0342 An operator 1703 operates Eq. (22) based on the 
data VIDEO, to output from the gamma correction table 
1702: 

0343 VIDEO =(VIDEO-UDC), GDC, 
O/128, (22) s256. 

0344) That is VIDEO, -256 if the operation at the left 
side exceeds 256. As shown in Table 13, background clear 
ance data UDC7-0 and slope correction data GDC7o have 
eight kinds of data. 

TABLE 13 

Background clearance data UDC and 
slope correction data GDC 

GDC7 UDC7 

7 152 O 
6 144 O 
5 136 O 
4 128 O 
3 136 16 
2 128 16 
1. 12O 16 

0345 FIG. 71 shows a graph of VIDEO, plotted 
against VIDEOzo for various values of CO from 7 to 1. 
As shown in FIG.72, background data UDC is subtracted 
from VIDEO to and the slope is corrected by Slope cor 
rection data GDC7o. 
0346 Although the present invention has been fully 
described in connection with the preferred embodiments 
thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to 
be noted that various changes and modifications are apparent 
to those skilled in the art. Such changes and modifications 
are to be understood as included within the Scope of the 
present invention as defined by the appended claims unless 
they depart therefrom. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

a means for obtaining lightness data and chroma data of 
an interest pixel from the color data obtained by Said 
SCanner, 

a decision means for deciding from the lightness data if 
the interest pixel exists at an edge and for deciding from 
the chroma data if an image at the interest pixel is black 
or not; and 

a first data operation means for increasing the data of 
black of the interest pixel by a prescribed amount when 
Said decision means decides that the interest pixel 
exists at the edge and that the image at the interest pixel 
is black. 
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2. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising 
a color conversion means for converting the color data 
received from Said Scanner to data of cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black, and a Second data operation means for replacing 
the data of cyan, magenta and yellow of the interest pixel 
which is decided to exist at the edge and to have the image 
thereof of black with minima of data of cyan, magenta and 
yellow of pixels in a prescribed region around the interest 
pixel. 

3. The apparatus according to claim 2, further comprising: 
a detection means for detecting an isolation pixel which 

has a difference of the lightness data of the pixel from 
than those of the pixels in the prescribed region more 
than a prescribed value; 

a counter for counting a number of isolation pixels 
detected by Said detection means in a Second region 
wider than the prescribed region; and 

a limit means for decreasing the prescribed amount to be 
added by Said first data operation means according to 
the number counted by Said counter. 

4. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

a means for determining lightness data and chroma data of 
an interest pixel from the color data obtained by Said 
SCanner, 

a decision means for deciding from the lightness data if 
the interest pixel exists at an edge or not and for 
deciding from the chroma data if an image at the 
interest pixel is black or not, So as to detect a pixel at 
a black edge; 

a detection means for detecting pixels in a prescribed 
region, the pixels having a lightness data Smaller than 
a first prescribed value, a chroma data larger than a 
Second prescribed value and not existing at the edge, 
the region having at a center thereof the interest pixel 
decided to exist at the black edge by Said decision 
means, 

a counter for counting a number of the pixels detected by 
Said detection means, and 

a correction means for invalidating a result of Said deci 
Sion means as the pixel at the black edge when the 
number counted by Said counter means exceeds a 
threshold value. 

5. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

a means for determining lightness data and chroma data of 
an interest pixel from the color data obtained by Said 
SCanner, 

a decision means for deciding from the lightneSS data if 
the interest pixel exists at an edge and for deciding from 
the chroma data if an image at the interest pixel is black 
or not, So as to detect a pixel at a black edge; 

a determination means for receiving area information in 
Synchronization with read of the document to deter 
mine a type of the document; and 
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an operation means for changing the data of the interest 
pixel according to the type of the document determined 
by Said determination means and a result of decision of 
Said decision means. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, further comprising 
a color conversion means for converting the color data 
received from Said Scanner to color data of cyan, magenta, 
yellow and black, and an input means for inputting area 
information of a monochromatic color or black in Synchro 
nization with read of the document. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein when Said 
operation means replaces the data of cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black of the interest pixel with minima of data of cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black of pixels in a prescribed region 
around the interest pixel when Said determination means 
determines that the document is a full color document and 
Said decision means decides that the pixel exists at the black 
edge. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising 
a data emphasis means for adding a prescribed amount to the 
black data of the interest pixel if the pixel is decided by said 
decision means and Said determination means to exist at the 
black edge of a full color document or a monochromatic 
color document. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising 
a data emphasis means for adding a prescribed amount to the 
data of cyan, magenta and yellow of the interest pixel if the 
pixel is decided by Said decision means and Said determi 
nation means to exist at a color edge of a full color document 
or at an edge of a monochromatic color document. 

10. An image forming apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

an image forming means for forming a toner image on a 
photoconductor based on the color data received from 
Said Scanner; 

a transfer means for transferring the toner image formed 
on the photoconductor onto a sheet of paper; 

a feeder for feeding the sheet of paper along a prescribed 
direction towards Said transfer means, 

a detection means for detecting a pixel at a rising edge and 
a pixel at a trailing edge of an image in the color data 
with respect to the prescribed direction along which 
Said feeder feeds the sheet of paper; and 

an operation means for adding a first prescribed correction 
data to a pixel located by one pixel before the rising 
edge detected by Said detection means and a Second 
prescribed correction data to a pixel located by one 
pixel after the trailing edge detected by Said detection 
CS. 

11. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

an image forming means for forming an image on a sheet 
of paper based on the color data received from Said 
SCanner, 

a decision means for deciding based on the color data for 
each pixel if a color of the pixel is monochromatic or 
not, 
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a histogram means for making a density histogram on 
pixels decided to be monochromatic by Said decision 
means, 

a background detection means for detecting a background 
level of the document based on the density histogram 
made by Said histogram means, and 

a correction means for correcting the color data according 
to the background level detected by Said background 
detection means So that a background level of an image 
to be formed on the sheet of paper has a prescribed 
level. 

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, further compris 
Ing: 

a first detection means for detecting a minimum of the 
color data for each pixel, 

a Second detection means for detecting a maximum of the 
color data for each pixel, 

a third detection means for obtaining a difference between 
the minimum obtained by Said first detection means and 
the maximum obtained by Said Second detection means, 

wherein Said decision means decides that the color of the 
pixel is monochromatic if the difference obtained by 
Said third detection means is less than a prescribed 
value. 

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein Said 
background detection means detects the background level as 
a first maximum frequency which appears first in the density 
histogram when viewed from a low density side thereof, and 
Said correction means corrects the color data based on the 
detected background level So that a background of an image 
formed on the sheet of paper becomes white. 

14. The apparatus according to claim 12, further com 
prising: 

a first Sum means for determining a total number of pixels 
in the document read by Said Scanner; 

a Second Sum means for determining an accumulated total 
of maximum frequencies at each density level on pixels 
which are decided to be monochromatic by Said deci 
Sion means, 

an operation means for calculating a ratio of the accumu 
lated total determined by Said Second Sum means to the 
total number of pixels determined by said first sum 
means, and 

a determination means for determining based on the ratio 
calculated by Said operation means if the document is 
a full color document or a monochromatic document. 

15. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

a Standard document, 
a shading correction means for performing Shading cor 

rection for color data received from Said Scanner based 
on the color data obtained by reading Said Standard 
document; 

an image forming means for forming an image on a sheet 
of paper based on the color data Subjected to shading 
correction by Said shading correction means, 
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a decision means for deciding based on the color data for 
each pixel if a color of the pixel is monochromatic or 
not, 

a histogram means for making a density histogram on 
pixels decided to be monochromatic by Said decision 
means, 

a background detection means for detecting a background 
level of the color document based on the density 
histogram made by Said histogram means, and 

a correction means for correcting the color data of the 
document according to a difference of the background 
level of the color document detected by said back 
ground detection means from a background level of the 
Standard document by Said background detection 
means So that a background level of an image formed 
on the sheet of paper has a prescribed value. 

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the 
Standard document comprises a white plate provided at an 
upstream Side with respect to a Scan direction of Said Scanner 
in a document glass for putting the document thereon. 

17. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a platen for putting a document; 
a cover covering the document put on Said platen, Said 

cover has a uniform gradation level and uniform color 
components, 

a Scanner which reads Said cover including the document 
to provide color data; 

an area detection means for detecting an area wherein the 
document exists on the platen; 

a first decision means for deciding based on the color data 
for each pixel if a color of the pixel is monochromatic 
or not, 

an image forming means for forming an image on a sheet 
of paper based on the color data in the area detected by 
Said area detection means, 

an operation means for determining a ratio of pixels 
decided to be monochromatic by Said first decision 
means among the pixels in the area detected by Said 
area detection means, and 

a Second decision means for deciding based on the ratio 
determined by Said first operation means if the docu 
ment is a full color document or a monochromatic 
document. 

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, further com 
prising: 

a histogram means for making a density histogram on, 
pixels decided to be monochromatic by Said Second 
decision means in the area detected by Said area detec 
tion means, 

a background detection means for detecting a background 
level of the document based on the density histogram 
generated by Said histogram means, and 

a correction means. for correcting the color data according 
to the background level detected by Said background 
detection means So that a background level of an image 
formed on a paper has a prescribed value. 
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19. The apparatus according to claim 17, further com 
prising: 

a first detection means for detecting a minimum of the 
color data for each pixel, 

a Second detection means for detecting a maximum of the 
color data for each pixel; and 

a Subtraction means for obtaining a difference between the 
minimum obtained by Said first detection means and the 
maximum obtained by Said Second detection means, 

wherein Said first decision means decides that the color of 

the pixel is monochromatic if the difference obtained 
by Said Subtraction means is less than a prescribed 
value. 

20. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein Said 
background detection means detects the background level of 
the document as a first maximum frequency which appears 
first in, the density histogram when viewed from a low 
density Side thereof, and Said correction means corrects the 
color data based on the background level So that a back 
ground of an image formed on a paper becomes white. 

21. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 

a repeat means for Supplying image data on the same part 
of the color data repeatedly So that the plurality of 
image data is formed on a sheet of paper; 

a Selection means for Selecting one of a plurality of image 
forming conditions on the color data, wherein the 
image forming conditions comprise a parameter; 

a data processing means for processing the color data 
Supplied by Said repeat means by changing the param 
eter of the image forming condition Selected by Said 
Selection means Successively on the image data Sup 
plied repeatedly by Said repeat means, and 

an image forming means for reproducing the color data 
processed by Said data processing means on a sheet of 
paper. 

22. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the 
image forming conditions include adjustment of colors of a 
reproduced image on a sheet of paper. 

23. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the 
image forming conditions include an amount for edge 
emphasis at an edge in the reproduced image. 

24. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the 
image forming conditions include Smoothness of the repro 
duced image. 

25. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the 
image forming conditions include gradation characteristic of 
the reproduced image. 

26. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the 
image forming conditions include color balance of the 
reproduced image. 

27. An image processing apparatus comprising: 

a Scanner which reads a color document to provide color 
data; 
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a conversion means for converting color data provided by 
Said Scanner to data of cyan, magenta, yellow and 
black; 

a color balance means for adjusting color balance on one 
of the data of cyan, magenta, yellow and black; and 

a data control means for changing the data for each pixel 
of cyan, magenta, yellow and black according to the 
color balance adjusted by Said color balance means 
while keeping a total of the data of cyan, magenta, 
yellow and black constant. 

28. The apparatus according to claim 27, further com 
prising an image forming means for forming an image on a 
sheet of paper based on the data of cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black changed by Said data control means. 
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29. The apparatus according to claim 28, wherein when 
color balance is adjusted on data of a color of cyan, magenta 
and yellow, Said color balance means increases the data of 
the color adjusted by an amount while decreases the data of 
the other two colors different from the color adjusted by a 
half of the amount. 

30. The apparatus according to claim 28, wherein when 
color balance is adjusted on data of black, Said color balance 
means increases the data of black by an amount while 
decreases the data of cyan, magenta and yellow by a third of 
the amount. 


